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How do we know
BY Marvin
Botnick
As humans evolved, hermitic existence
no longer was functional, resulting in
demands for the development of societal
structures beyond the basic rules governing
the family grouping. These clusters, which
functioned to provide food, shelter, and
safety, gradually expanded to include
neighboring entities, and this gave rise to
a broader tribe membership. The ability to
communicate through some form of verbal
language allowed the members to structure a
regimen under which to live.
Communication is a combination of
the expression of thoughts in a language
that is comprehended by all parties together
with some understanding by them of the
concepts and issues involved. In the early
stages of communal development, the rules
and structures dealt with the basic needs,
responsibilities, and interplay of the involved
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parties; however, of necessity, as the numbers
of participants, the size of the geographical
area covered, and the divergence of the
interest and needs increased, the conveyance
of messages, information, and rules often
were transmitted and interpreted by means
other than face-to-face dialog.
As literacy became more universal,
media became a primary means of such
dissemination. This interjection of third-party
conveyance of concepts and information,
by its very nature, is not and cannot be
completely objective. Awareness of events
and their implications is also affected by the
desire of the general public to feel a need
and have an interest in the details of what is
involved.
The importance and influence of
individuals and the vehicles used to transmit
concepts and positions gained in weight
and significance, and the development
of an established press, especially print
journalism, took on a mantel of a watchdog
of the activities of government. In a debate
in 1787 on the granting of press reporting
of the House of Commons of Great
Britain, Edmund Burke is credited with the
observation that “there were three Estates in
Parliament [the Lords Spiritual, the Lords
Temporal and the Commons – the church,
the nobility, and the townsmen]; but, in the
Reporters’ Gallery yonder, there sat a Fourth
Estate more important far than they all.”
Now, with the development of modern
technology, this function has broadened in
its ability to disseminate news, observations,
opinions, and political objectives. While
there still remains a cadre of honorable
professionals whose purpose it is to transmit
developments as objectively as possible, there
appears to be a mounting list of organizations
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and individuals that selectively transmit
observations for the purpose of promoting a
particular philosophy and ideology.
Unfortunately, this evolution has blurred
the line between reporting, editorializing,
sensationalism for monetary gain, and
propaganda. For many, talk shows, blogs
and electronic missives of subject matter,
and selective transmission of visual material
have now become authentic reality, emerging
as a, if not the, factual source. Opinions and
positions often are shaded by relying on
negative portrayals rather than independent
gathering of facts on which to base concepts.
A vibrant, healthy democracy requires
a citizenry aware of multiple points of view,
a populace that seeks divergent thoughts
and not just those that furnish opinions that
match their own. The reliance on the printmedia press, which has traditionally had
some accountability and ethical standard for
what it disseminates, has been substantially
lessened and, as a result, its economic
viability has been adversely impacted. With
this, the trained corps of seasoned reporters,
who were experienced observers of society
and the political scene, has been lessened.
Into this breach have flowed the talk
shows, blogs and other social media, political
action committees, and think tanks. Much of
the ideas, text, and photographs transmitted
through these means do not conform to an
ethical standard. Some of this is done with
the intention of skewing perception, and
some of it is formatted to attract audiences to
justify the sale of advertisement. While there
may be no attempt by the creators to describe
what they do as news reporting, the public
has now come to view them as a primary
source of information and knowledge.
It now seems that the public looks
to find sources to confirm its perceptions
and positions rather than searching for
information and varied resources to function
as the basis of its belief. Independence of
thought development, which requires some
inquisitive research, has given way to the
fast and easy course of simple answers to
complex questions. We have been raised
and trained to believe that there are absolute
answers, and we look to sources that give
those to us, whether or not they are correct.
As H.L. Mencken observed, “For every
complex problem there is an answer that is
clear, simple, and wrong.”
Reporting should pique curiosity and
not merely be accepted as fact. It should
also be incumbent on us to try to verify
information and determine that it is useful
and informative before blithely circulating
it to others. Propagandizing is not and
should not be confused with reporting. The
proliferation of negative distortions, which
provides a bellows to raise the temperature
of disagreement, has so poisoned public
discourse that reasonable accommodation
of divergent views does not seem to be an
objective.
The political importance of distortion
to achieve an intended result gained even
greater acceptance with Nazi Germany’s
designation of Joseph Goebbles as the
Reich Minister of Propaganda. In a speech
by Goebbles in 1928, he explained what is
meant by the use of the word “propaganda”
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in the modern political sphere.
“Success is the important thing.
Propaganda is not a matter for average
minds, but rather a matter for practitioners. It
is not supposed to be lovely or theoretically
correct. I do not care if I give wonderful,
aesthetically elegant speeches, or speak
so that women cry. The point of a political
speech is to persuade people of what we
think is right. I speak differently in the
provinces than I do in Berlin, and when I
speak in Bayreuth, I say different things than
I say in the Pharus Hall. That is a matter of
practice, not of theory. We do not want to be
a movement of a few straw brains, but rather
a movement that can conquer the broad
masses. Propaganda should be popular, not
intellectually pleasing. It is not the task of
propaganda to discover intellectual truths.”
One of the many beauties of Judaism
is that there is little, if anything, about
right and wrong, moral or immoral, or
justice and fairness that is not addressed
by our teachings and traditions. Certainly,
this is the case here. Damaging speech
that is intended to debase someone, lashon
harah, or idle chatter that will engender
bad feelings against another, rechilut, are
clearly forbidden. Equal and just treatment
of others is demanded. Civility and fairness
are required.
Simple concepts: but look at where we
are, particularly in the current political arena.
Media, in its broadest sense and inclusive of
communication through the use of modern
technology, has become an instrument of
degradation, creating a divisiveness that
impedes rather than supports the vision of
this great country. And to what purpose?
We vehemently protect our freedom
of speech from government censorship.
But should not the communicators exercise
responsible, truthful, and fair representations
in their transmissions? Regardless of the
damage, slanted, vitriolic statements to
gain an advantage only serve to drive home
the point that victory is the only objective.
We cannot be proud of contentious, almost
debilitating political atmosphere that exists
today.
When we encounter statements and
purported facts, we must stop and question
the authenticity and motivation behind
these, and we must ask ourselves: How do
we know?
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HAPPENING
BY Reg
Regenstein
ANOTHER FABULOUS TASTING. This
year’s “The Tasting” extravaganza was
the best ever! Yes, we say that every year,
but it’s always true. At this year’s gala, at
Mason Fine Art, benefitting Jewish Family
& Career Services’ Zimmerman-Horowitz
Independent Living Program, some 650
tickets were sold, raising more than
$226,000 for this wonderful cause.
The food was, as usual, superb, including
irresistible offerings from some of Atlanta’s
greatest restaurants, including 1KEPT, 101
Steak, Brezza Cucina, Buckhead Diner, The
Cheesecake Factory, Cibo e Beve, Corso
Coffee, Dantanna’s, Davio’s, Dolce Italian,
Food 101, The General Muir, Genki Noodles
and Sushi, La Grotta, Honeysuckle, Lure,
Maya Steaks and Seafood, Novo Cucina,
Saltyard, Serpas, Shake Shack, and South
City Kitchen.
Program co-founder and tireless
promoter (with husband Jerry), the always
lovely and delightful Pearlann Horowitz
seemed to be everywhere, greeting and
hugging guests, schmoozing, kibitzing,
noshing, and looking great.
L a n i
and Spencer Preis and Mindi and Mike
Sard brilliantly co-chaired the event for the
second straight year.
We caught up with restaurant guru
David Abes, the new chief operating
officer for Panos Karatossis’ Buckhead Life
Restaurant Group, at the Buckhead Diner
station, who told us exclusively, “Things are
going amazing! Working on getting Lobster
Bar Sea Grille open in Miami.”
The
Zimmerman-Horowitz
Independent Living Program is one of our
community’s most valuable organizations.
It helps people with disabilities develop
their social skills; learn to handle money,
cook, and do household chores; and grow
in other areas, “so they can work, live, and
thrive in their communities,” as Chantal
Spector, JF&CS marketing manager, puts it.
Lani Preis told us, “We are so proud
of the amazing restaurants and distributors,
who continue to understand the importance
of the work that JF&CS does. The food is
fabulous, the environment is festive, and it
makes it even more special to see our clients
participating in the event, greeting guests
and handing out wine glasses.”
Co-Chair Mindi Sard said, “Watching

those we serve—our adults with intellectual
and developmental disabilities—come
through the doors of the gallery—all dressed
up and smiling—is so very rewarding.... As
a community, we should be extremely proud
of the generosity and support of all of our
sponsors who make this event possible.”
If you missed this year’s event, you
can still send a donation—and, of course,
there’ll be another Tasting next year. Visit
yourtoolsforliving.org for more info.

Tasting Committee: Tali Hershkovitz,
Tali Benjamin, Amy Fingerhut, Mark
Brown, Mindi Sard, Lani Preis,
Marla Shainberg, and Zane Blechner
(photos: Laurie Sermos photography)

Co-Chairs Spencer and Lani Preis
and Mindi and Mike Sard

Michelle Horowitz, Pearlann Horowitz,
and Joan and Donald Brown

Rachael Rosenberg with daughter
Marla, in the Zimmerman-Horowitz
Independent Living program

FOLK FEST. We are still in shock and despair
at Amy and Steve Slotin’s announcement
that the 2015 Folk Fest would be the last.
Not that we need any more artwork, but
Folk Fest had developed into the best, most
enjoyable, largest folk art exhibition in the
country, where you got to know the artists
and visit with dozens of your friends.
We have watched sadly as much of
Old Atlanta has disappeared, including
The Brickery, which closed recently. This
legendary restaurant nurtured and nourished,
physically and spiritually, three generations
of our community.
When we asked Steve if there was any
chance Folk Fest might be resurrected, he
told us exclusively, “We have thoroughly
enjoyed the journey, and getting to hang
out with our visitors each year just added
to the fun. If something comes up, we will
definitely keep you posted.” We will keep
our fingers crossed and report back.

Amy and Steve Slotin
BETH ANN CLOSING HER SHOP IN
BUCKHEAD. And we are sad to report that
another treasured Atlanta institution, Beth
Ann’s
Boutique
and
Makeup
Studio, in the
Buckhead Village,
will be closing
later this spring.
Our friend Beth
Ann
Taratoot,
the
renowned
cosmetics
and
image guru, has
become another
Beth Ann Taratoot victim of the
soaring property
values and frenzy of development there.
To her customers, she is a legend,
an essential part of the Buckhead fashion
scene, as a major article in the AJC recently
reported: “Charming. Caring. Confident….
Taratoot has built an empire in Atlanta
with her cosmetics line, image consultant
services, and helping women find their
confidence.”
The Augusta native began her modeling
career, in Atlanta, in the early 1970s, and
she still looks just as young and beautiful as
she did then.
We snagged an exclusive interview with
Beth Ann, who said wistfully, “The loyalty
I had from customers, through generations,
is what kept me in business. A client would
bring in her daughter, then she would bring
in her daughter. It was wonderful.”
Beth Ann’s long time friend and client,
the always exquisitely stylish and lovely
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Marilyn Krone, was in her shop at the time
and told us that Beth Ann’s place “was a
real ladies hangout…. You came here for an
outfit, for a gift, for makeup, but you could
never plan to spend just five minutes, it was
so much fun, you always stayed at least an
hour.”
And everybody always came back,
again, and again, and again.
But not to despair, Beth Ann fans. You
can stay in touch with her and still buy her
clothing and cosmetics, Collect by Beth
Ann. Just go to bethannstyle.com and sign
up to receive her newsletter.
SAM MASSELL’S PLAN TO SAVE
SMALL BUSINESSES. With so many
neighborhood businesses and mom-andpop stores being
forced out of
their locations by
higher rents and
demolitions
to
make room for
more high rises,
Buckhead is in
danger of losing
much of its appeal,
in effect, killing
the goose that lays
Buckhead Mayor the golden egg.
Sam Massell
Beth Ann’s shop is
a prime example.
But Buckhead Mayor Sam Massell has
come up with a great solution. In a recent
speech before the Buckhead Business
Association, Sam proposed a concept he
calls “affordable retail,” in which small
businesses would be included in new
commercial developments. Sam would like
the business community to consider policies
that would set aside some affordable space
in large developments for such shops and
restaurants.
Sam knows the area pretty well, having
arrived in 1952 when he moved into a
$50-a-month apartment. From there, he
went on to become president of the Atlanta
City Council, mayor of Atlanta, and, most
powerful of all, head of the area’s ruling
civic group, the Buckhead Coalition. Sam
and his family have long been respected
leaders and successful entrepreneurs in the
city’s real estate industry. It would be great
if he could pioneer this bold concept in
Buckhead and help it to spread throughout
the city and the rest of the country. If anyone
can do it, Sam can.
WAYNE PACELLE’S NEW BOOK CITES
JEWISH HEROES. Debra Berger, Georgia
director of The Humane Society of the
United States, the nation’s largest and
most powerful animal protection group, is
working hard with Rebecca Portman and
other colleagues to promote kindness to
animals. And they are really excited about
a new book by their boss, President and
CEO Wayne Pacelle, that has become a
blockbuster.
The
Humane
Economy:
How
Innovators and Enlightened Consumers
are Transforming the Lives of Animals
See HAPPENING, page 4
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Happening
From page 3

recounts, from the front lines, “the story
of the burgeoning, unstoppable growth
of the humane economy...the revolution
sweeping global
business,
and
changing forever
how we value
animals…of how
entrepreneurs,
Fortune
500
CEOs,
worldclass
scientists,
and a new class of
political leaders,
both
inspired
Wayne Pacelle
and
pressured
(photo: Paul Markow)
by
conscious
consumers
and
voters, are…remaking our relationship with
other species and the natural world, leaving
behind the remnants of the old economic
order that features puppy mills and factory
farms, trophy hunting safaris and circuses
with wild animal acts, and laboratories
confining chimpanzees and cosmetic testing
facilities poisoning rabbits.”
Wayne is proud to proclaim that HSUS
is “at the helm of a massive mission to drive
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animal welfare changes across different
sectors of the economy—inside boardrooms,
newsroom studios, courtrooms, and the
halls of Congress and state legislatures
throughout the country.”
Just last March alone, he observes,
SeaWorld pledged to end the breeding
of captive killer whales and to improve
conditions for their animals, the fashion
giant Armani announced that all of its
clothing lines would be fur-free, and a dozen
more major food companies said they would
no longer buy eggs that come from hens that
are forced to live in cramped cages.
Prominently featured in Wayne’s
discussion of “the pioneers leading
this revolution” are two Jewish animal
protectionists at HSUS. Vice President for
Farm Animal Protection Paul Shapiro has
played a crucial role in numerous successful
legislative and corporate campaigns to
improve the plight of farm animals. And
Josh Balk, the senior director of food
policy, works with major food companies
in enacting animal welfare policies that
include eliminating small, cramped crates
for chickens and breeding pigs. (We couldn’t
find our name in the index, so we don’t yet
know what part we are in, but we’ll keep
looking.)
The book has received rave reviews
from conservationist Jane Goodall, Whole
Foods Market Co-Founder John Mackey,
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and even former General Electric CEO Jack
Welch. It is available online and at better
bookstores everywhere. To learn more, visit
www.humanesociety.org.
HOW JEWISH TEACHINGS CAN SAVE
THE PLANET. Dr. Richard Schwartz,
an expert on Jewish law, teachings, and
traditions, has given us an exclusive
preview of the new edition of his book on
the environmental crisis we are facing.
Who Stole My Religion? Revitalizing
Judaism and Applying Jewish Values to
Help
Heal
Our Imperiled
Planet, Richard
says, “is meant
to be a wake-up
call—the most
urgent that I
can make—to
alert Jews and
others that we
must do all we
can in applying
Jewish values
to help shift
our imperiled planet onto a sustainable
path. Its primary aim is to show that the

world is heading toward a perfect storm…
of existential crises: sudden, catastrophic
climate change; severe environmental
degradation; devastating scarcities of food,
water, and energy; widening terrorism; and
other critical threats to life as we know and
value it.
“Everything possible must be done,”
Richard warns, “to avert such potential
catastrophes, since they threaten humanity
and all life on the planet.” A main theme
of this book, Richard says, is that “in the
face of today’s urgent problems, Jews must
return to our universal Jewish values and to
our missions: to be ‘a light unto the nations,’
a kingdom of priests and a holy people,
descendants of prophets, champions of
social justice, eternal protestants against
a corrupt, unjust world, dissenters against
destructive and unjust systems.... I hope
that this book’s discussion of Jewish
teachings on these critically important
issues will help move our precious planet
away from its present perilous path onto
one that is more just, humane, peaceful,
and sustainable.”
For more info on Richard and his
book, check out his articles at JewishVeg.
com/Schwartz.

Dreams do come true
BY Marice
Katz
It happened when I was a stenographer
at a brokerage company, in my home state
of North Carolina.
I had a dream. My dream was to become
a stockbroker. When I came to Atlanta and
The Robinson-Humphrey Co., in 1963, to
be a secretary (not called an assistant then)
I soon began to study to take the exam to be
a broker. I wanted it so badly that I gave up
my social life, because there was no time
during the day to study, there was no cram
course to prepare you, and there were no
women brokers or anyone else to provide
encouragement. Well, dreams do come
true, but I can attribute any success I have
had to sheer hard work and my love for this
business.
Going from assistant to broker was not
easy. I had to get the clients to accept my

new position. Among those clients was
Mr. Bob Jones. I said, “Uh, Mr. Jones, may
I call you Bob?” He stuttered, groped for
words, and finally said okay. There were
people who said I was just lucky, because
I inherited my clients from Mr. Sidney
Smith, the man with whom I worked until
his death. They forgot you can squander
an inheritance; I had to work really hard
to hold on to those clients.
I consider being a stockbroker a
rewarding and satisfying career. Although
I have given 100% of myself to it, it has
given me back 110%. Some do combine
marriage, children, and a career—but,
like Frank Sinatra, I did it my way.
The only other thing I want to say
is, any job can be important, but it is a
wonderful goal to be your own boss and
work with such wonderful people, both at
the company and as clients.
The following thought is from B.C.
Forbes, in 1917: Opportunity can be
spelled with four letters. These letters are
not L-U-C-K. They are W-O-R-K.
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MJCCA News
JOEL AROGETI ELECTED MJCCA
BOARD CHAIR. Joel S. Arogeti was named
chair of the Marcus Jewish Community
Center of Atlanta board of directors and was
installed during the MJCCA’s 70th Annual
Meeting, March 22.
Widely known for his leadership
strengths and community involvement,
Arogeti was vice chair from 2015-2016,
under Chair Douglas Kuniansky.
Arogeti’s involvement with the
MJCCA began 53 years ago, when he
attended preschool at the Midtown Center,
played youth sports, was a member and
officer of B’nai Brith Youth Organization,
and attended the MJCCA’s Camp Barney
Medintz, a tradition that has continued with
his children. Throughout his many years of
service as an adult on behalf of the MJCCA,
he has served on various committees and
gained a deep knowledge and a great
appreciation for the agency.
“The MJCCA has been a big part of
my life and my family, and I am honored to
be serving an agency that impacts so many
people on a daily basis,” says Arogeti, an
attorney with Kitchens Kelley Gaynes, P.C.
“I am also pleased to be working with Jared
Powers, the agency’s new CEO, as well as
the other members of the board.”
“As I take the helm as CEO, I am
happy to have outstanding lay leaders,
like Joel, as partners,” said Powers, who
became CEO on March 1, after serving as
the agency’s chief programming officer.
“Joel has a long history of leadership at the
MJCCA, and I have no doubt that he and
the other members of the board will provide
the agency with outstanding leadership,
to enable the MJCCA to continue to offer
exceptional programs and services and be
the center of the Jewish community for
years to come.”
Serving on the new board with Arogeti
are Vice Chair Ken Winkler, Secretary
Howard Hyman, Treasurer Sammy Grant,
and board members Lillie Axelrod, Ron
Brill, Steven Cadranel, Michael Dinerman,
Lisa Galanti, Louis Goldberg, Sherie B.
Gumer, Lee Katz, Michael Kay, David
Kusiel, Josh Rosenberg, Amy Rubin, Rick
Slagle, and Garrett Van de Grift.
Arogeti joined Kitchens Kelley
Gaynes, P.C., as a shareholder in 1996,
and he currently serves as president and
CEO. His practice specializes in business
law and estate planning. He received his
undergraduate degree from The George
Washington University and worked for
Congressman Elliott H. Levitas. After
graduating from Emory University’s
School of Law, Arogeti worked as an
enforcement attorney for the Securities and
Exchange Commission and practiced law
in Washington, D.C., before returning to
private practice in Atlanta. In addition to
his active business law and estate planning
practice, Arogeti serves as an arbitrator of
civil securities disputes for the Financial
Industry Regulatory Authority and the SEC.

He is very active within the Jewish
community, and he has served as
past president and board member of
Congregation Or VeShalom, director
of The Epstein School, and as a board
member of the Jewish Federation of Greater
Atlanta, Louis Kahn Group Home, Hillels
of Georgia, and the Atlanta Chapter of
the American Jewish Committee, among
others. Arogeti is a member of the American
Bar Association and the Georgia and Atlanta
Bar associations. He is a director of the
Private Bank of Buckhead and Hosea Feed
the Hungry and Homeless; he was chair of
the board for the latter from 2010-2011. He
is also a member of Leadership Atlanta’s
Class of 2008.

MJCCA Board Chair Joel Arogeti
(from left), MJCCA CEO Jared
Powers, and Outgoing Chair Doug
Kuniansky (All photos courtesy of
the MJCCA)

Newly elected Board Chair Joel
Arogeti delivers speech at MJCCA
Annual Meeting

MJCCA’s new CEO, Jared Powers,
speaks about the vitality of the
MJCCA during Annual Meeting.

MJCCA
executive
team
at
agency’s annual meeting: (from
left) Residential Camping Chief
Program Officer Jim Mittenhall, Chief
Development/Marketing Officer Janel
Margaretta, Chief Executive Officer
Jared Powers, and Chief Financial
Officer Janice Wolf
YOM
HASHOAH—DAY
OF
HOLOCAUST REMEMBRANCE. The
community came together for a special
Yom HaShoah program, at MJCCA’s Besser
Holocaust Memorial Garden, on May 8.
The ceremony featured remarks from
Rabbi Joseph Polak, author of the book,
After the Holocaust the Bells Still Ring, the
2015 winner of the National Jewish Book
Award.
Other program highlights were
memorial prayers and the lighting of the six
torches in memory of those who perished in
the Holocaust.
Holocaust Survivor Abe Besser and
his wife, Marlene Gelertner Besser, built
the Besser Holocaust Memorial Garden to
serve as a valuable teaching mechanism and
a reminder of what hatred and indifference
can do.

Torchlighters prepare to light the
six torches in memory of those who
perished in the Holocaust
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SUNSHINE SCHOOL EARNS THREE
STARS FROM QUALITY RATED. The
Sunshine School of the MJCCA is among a
growing number of programs to participate
in Quality Rated, a program that assesses,
improves, and communicates the level of
quality in early care and education programs.
Quality Rated is an initiative of Bright from
the Start: Georgia Department of Early Care
and Learning (DECAL).
Similar to rating systems for other
service industries, Quality Rated awards 1-3
stars to early care and education programs
that exceed the state’s minimum licensing
requirements for health and safety. The
Sunshine School has earned a Quality Rated
score of three stars.
According to DECAL, more than 2,300
child care-programs are participating in
Quality Rated, and more than 800 programs
are now rated. Ratings are posted for public
inspection at www.qualityrated.org and
decal.ga.gov.
CLUB J. The MJCCA has opened
registration for Club J, its exceptional afterschool experience.
From August 8, 2016 - May 30, 2017,
Monday - Friday, 2:30-6:00 p.m., children
ages pre-K-fifth grade can enjoy a safe,
planned afternoon that includes a homework
hour, healthful snacks, arts and crafts,
science and computer activities, and sports
activities such as swimming, rock climbing,
and a ropes course. This program is available
3 - 5 days per week and is licensed by Bright
from the Start.
“Because of our location on the
MJCCA’s 52-acre Zaban Park campus,
we are able to offer more than most afterschool programs,” says Club J Director
Abby Paulson. “Kids in Club J can take
advantage of the MJCCA’s on-site amenities
and programming—from our new, stateof-the-art culinary, art, and dance studios
to our gymnastics, swimming, and athletic
facilities, and much more. So a day at Club
J really can feel like a day at summer camp,
just with homework time added in.
“It is our goal to keep kids engaged and
stimulated as they learn, grow, and make
friends—all within a Jewish framework,”
Paulson says. “And parents have the peace
of mind knowing their children are safe,
See MJCCA, page 6

Torchlighters (from left) are: Harry Maziar, Ken Winkler, Marc Gelernter, Rabbi
Joseph Polak, Abe Besser, Marlene Besser, Attorney General Sam Olens,
Lisa Olens, Ambassador Judith Varnai Shorer, and Dunwoody Mayor Denis
Shortal
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having fun, and learning.”
Club J participants have access to other
MJCCA programs, including cooking, dance,
drama, fitness, gymnastics, and tennis. There
is an additional fee for these programs.
Club J provides private buses supervised
by Club J staff. Transportation is provided
from Atlanta Jewish Academy, Austin
Elementary School, Chesnut Charter School,
Davis Academy, Dunwoody Elementary,
Kingsley Elementary School, The Epstein
School, Peachtree Middle School, and
Vanderlyn Elementary School. To see if
transportation from other schools can be
arranged, contact Club J.
For information about registration and
rates, contact Club J at 678-812-3899, or
visit atlantajcc.org/Club-J.

Club J girls create masterpieces with
clay.

Student gets help with homework
from a Club J staffer.

Club J boys engaged in a building
project
AN EVENING WITH ANDI DORFMAN.
On June 2, at 7:30 p.m., a Page from the
Book Festival of the MJCCA and the
MJCCA Young Adults Department present
An Evening with Andi Dorfman, the beloved
finalist of season 18 of “The Bachelor,” who
infamously rejected Juan Pablo and went on
to star on season 10 of “The Bachelorette.”
Dorfman will present her new book, It’s
Not Okay: Turning Heartbreak into Happily
Never After. Books will be available for
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purchase from
A
Cappella
Books on the
evening of the
event.
Dorfman,
who is from
Atlanta, will
explain about
what it’s like to
live out a love
story—and
its collapse—
in front of
the cameras,
offering hard-won advice for moving on after
a break-up, public or not.
The event will take place at Big Sky
Buckhead, 3201 Cains Hill Place, NW,
Atlanta, with a Q & A and book signing
following the program. This program is free
to the community; RSVPs are requested.
The event includes complimentary, light
hors d’oeuvres; there will be a cash bar. For
information, visit www.atlantajcc.org or call
678-812-4002.
CAMP BARNEY SUMMER TOURS.
Families who do not have children at Camp
Barney Medintz, the MJCCA’s overnight
camp, during 2016 are invited to tour the
camp while it’s in session and see it in action.
CBM Summer Tours are 10:30 a.m. – noon,
June 12, June 19, and July 17.
Additional CBM Save-the-Dates:
• Fall CBM Open Houses, August 21
and September 11, 1:00-4:00 p.m.: Tour
camp, meet the directors and staff, and
enjoy activities such as swimming and
the Hurricane water slides. A RSVP is not
required.
• Family Camp, September 2-5. Family

lodging, meals, and activities included.
Register at campbarney.org.
• Returning camper registration starts
October 16, 10:00 a.m.; open registration
starts October 27, 10:00 a.m.
To RSVP for a Summer Tour, contact
lisa@campbarney.org; for general CBM info,
call 678-812-3844, or visitwww.campbarney.
org.

MJCCA PRESENTS EMILY GIFFIN. On
June 30, at 7:30 p.m., a Page from the Book
Festival of the
MJCCA welcomes
Emily Giffin, as
she presents her
newest
book,
First Comes Love,
in
conversation
with local media
personality Mara
Davis. The event,
which takes place at
the Marcus Jewish
Community
Emily Giffin
(photo: Emmanuelle Center of Atlanta,
will include a Q
Choussy)
& A and book
signing, wine, door prizes, gift bags, a
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photo
booth,
and
treats.
Tickets
($28
for
MJCCA
members and
$33 for the
community)
include a copy
of book. For
tickets,
call
the
MJCCA
Box
Office,
678-8124002, or visit
(photo courtesy of atlantajcc.org/
bookfestival.
Random House)

On Sunday, May 1, 393 runners
and walkers raced through the beautiful
Dunwoody neighborhoods, all striving
to be the first to finish. With their smiling
faces and willing bodies, they made the
23rd Annual Harris Jacobs Dream Run
(HJDR) a run to remember. Once again,
we had the honor of receiving help
from of so many fine people. This event
would not have been possible without
the dedication and hard work of all of
them, including the HJDR committee,
volunteers, our sponsors, and the
MJCCA staff.
My family and I are so grateful to all
the runners and walkers who attended.
Money raised will go to help people with
special needs.
Rest up! Number 24 will be here
before we know it. Y’all come, you hear?
Sincerest thanks,
Kitty Jacobs and Family

Eagle Star Awards celebrate collaborations
benefiting Israel and the Southeast
Conexx’s 15th annual Eagle Star
Awards Gala takes place June 2, at the
Twelve Hotel, Atlantic Station.
At this year’s gala, Conexx will
honor Anita Zucker, chair and CEO of
The InterTech Group, with the 2016
Tom Glaser Leadership Award. This
award recognizes Anita’s incredible
contributions to the community, excellence
in business, life-long dedication to Israel,
and unwavering support of Conexx and
the South Carolina-Israel Collaboration.
The Zucker family’s involvement in the
Collaboration and with Conexx has been
invaluable to the organization, South
Carolina, Southeast, and Israel.
Conexx will present the Tennessee
Department of Economic and Community
Development with the 2016 Community

WE STAND

Partner Award. This award recognizes
the department’s significant work and
collaboration with Israel by encouraging
bilateral trade and investment opportunities.
The Department of Economic and
Community Development has worked with
and supported Conexx; together they have
created long-term, sustainable relationships
with Israel and the Southeast.
Conexx will also be honoring Energiya
Global, the Israeli world leader in the
development and management of utilityscale solar fields, as the Deal of the Year
recipient; TIBA Parking Systems as the
Israeli Company of the Year; and the Georgia
Ports Authority as the U.S. Company of the
Year.
For details and registration, visit
conexx.org/eaglestar2015.

Anita Zucker

A A A WITH ISRAEL
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Congregation Gesher L’Torah brings in 20 tons of snow for Purim snowball
More than 300 Alpharetta-area children,
teenagers, parents, and grandparents
attended the Purim snowball, on March 27,
at Congregation Gesher L’Torah.
Snow Kings brought in 20 tons of snow
early Sunday morning, and by 10:00 a.m.,
the parking lot was full of families enjoying
the winter wonderland, complete with a 10foot snow slide.
Seven-year-old Isabella Birnbaum
exclaimed, “I’ve never seen so much snow!
I got to have a snowball fight with my sister,
and I’ve been down the slide 10 times
already!”
Rebecca Gordon, Gesher’s education
director, was the first one down the snow
slide. “We are so fortunate to be able to bring
such innovative programming to Gesher,”
she said. “Our community sponsors were
very generous this year, and we are thrilled
to offer a unique twist to the traditional
Purim carnival this year.”
After the winter “ball” was complete,
the festivities continued with a sensory
friendly experience. Through careful
and strategic planning, Gesher was able
to offer accessible accommodations for
individuals with sensory processing and
autism spectrum disorders. An accepting
and inclusive environment was provided,
and the religious school’s sixth-grade class
served as ambassadors.
The children and their families had
a chance to enjoy the snow and slide in a
safe and tolerant environment. Sixth-grade
teacher and congregant Jill Cohen said, “It
was a great opportunity for the students and
participants. We all know how challenging
life can be for special needs kids, and it was
incredible to be able to offer them such a
unique and fun experience. I was moved by
the compassion the sixth-graders showed to
our special guests.”

Isabella Birnbaum, age 7, anxiously
awaits a push before she heads
down the slide.
Kids of all ages, including Hannah
(5) and Ilana (15), enjoyed the snow
slide.

Addison Chandler, age 6
Rabbi Michael Bernstein takes a turn
down the snow slide.

A Memorial Day tribute
By Sid Stein

My story began in Mt. Pleasant, a
small town in Middle Tennessee. This is
where my two older brothers, my sister,
my younger brother, and I were born and
raised. In 1942, when I was only five years
old, my two older brothers, Morris and
Hyman Stein, went off to war, never to
return—they were killed in action. They
were both in the infantry.
Morris, who was born in 1919, was a
1st lieutenant, leading his fellow soldiers
through the jungles in the Philippines,
when he was shot and killed by a Japanese
sniper, in May 1945. Letters from his
friends said he was a natural born leader.
He had military training in high school, at
Columbia Military Academy in Columbia,
Tennessee. Definitely, the Army would
have been his career.
Hyman, who was born in 1921,
participated in the Normandy Invasion and

Carla Birnbaum and Rebecca Gordon

was killed in France, in August 1944. Before
joining the Army, he ran the shoe department
in my dad’s store. If he survived, he would
have possibly taken over the department store
after my dad retired.
Upon hearing of my brothers’ deaths, my
parents were grief-stricken; they never got
over these devastating losses. In fact, they
gave all of Morris’ and Hyman’s possessions
to a relative. After that relative died in 2010,
at the age of 91, his wife found their Purple
Hearts, which were stored away in a closet for
65 years. She returned them to my younger
brother, who, in turn, gave them to me. I was
overwhelmed with emotions and, every chance
I got, would tell my story to friends, family,
and anyone else who would listen. I got in
touch with Atlanta Constitution journalist Rick
Baddie, and he wrote an article, in November
2010, about my brothers.
Right after the article was published, I
started my speaking career. In a PowerPoint
presentation, I started talking about my

brothers and the Purple Hearts. My speech
includes many interesting pictures and
memorabilia from World War II. Over the
last five years, I have made more than 50
speeches to many organizations, including
FBI retirees, schools, and civic, church, and
veteran groups. After the first few speeches,
I began to expand my talk to include other
war heroes, such as my brother-in-law,
Major Ralph Coplan, a Marine bomber
pilot in the Pacific in WWII, who flew 65
missions off a carrier. He received 16 battle
awards, including three distinguished flying
crosses. Another hero I talk about is Louis
Zamperini, of Unbroken. I had the pleasure
of meeting him and had my picture taken
with him.
I end my speeches on a patriotic
note, with the words of country singer Lee
Greenwood’s “God Bless the U.S.A.”: “I’m
proud to be an American, where at least I
know I’m free. And I won’t forget the men
who died, who gave that right to me.”
If any groups are interested in hearing
me speak, please contact me at 770-2324887.

The snow area was the perfect spot
for snowball fights and building
snowmen.

Irving Schiff, holding a photo of
Morris Stein, and Sid Stein
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Ledor Vador concert raises money for AJA and Operation Lifeshield
Internationally renowned singers Colin
and Gabi Schachat, in the United States
for an appearance with the Los Angeles
Philharmonic, stopped in Atlanta to see old
friends on their way back to Israel.
Organized by Atlanta Jewish Academy
(AJA )parent Dr. Brian Gordon, along with
Meyer and Carol Janet, the idea for the Ledor
Vador concert was born when they heard
that Colin Schachat, an Israeli originally
from South Africa, was performing with the
Los Angeles Philharmonic. Meyer Janet, a
member of The Atlanta Jewish Male Choir,
was in a school chorus with Mr. Schachat,
when both were children in South Africa.
Brian Gordon also knew Mr. Schachat in
South Africa. (“He sang at my wedding,”
Dr. Gordon explained.)
Colin Schachat and his son, Gabi,
agreed to perform one night only to
benefit AJA and Operation Lifeshield, an
organization that builds bomb shelters for
schools, senior homes, and communities
in need of protection in Israel. With their
accompanist, Raymond Goldstein, and
guest performers The Atlanta Jewish Male
Choir and the cast of AJA’s 5th through
8th-grade musical, Ledor Vador offered a
beautiful evening’s entertainment.
The Schachats performed a diverse menu
of music that included opera, chazanut, and
popular songs from the U.S., Spain, Israel,
and around the world. Susan O’Dwyer,
president of Operation Lifeshield, addressed
the audience; she shared the moving story of
how she, a Christian, became involved with
an organization building shelters in Israel.
The lovely richness of the Schachats’
voices, the skill of the performers, and the
beautiful father-and-son harmonies brought
audience members to their feet more than
once. It was a magical evening that left
everyone who shared it wanting more and
offered the opportunity to do a mitzvah to
make the experience even more meaningful.

WE
STAND

A

WITH
ISRAEL

Meyer Janet, Dr. Brian Gordon, Director of Development Natasha Lebowitz,
Events and Program Coordinator Jill Ovadia, Annual Giving and ALEF Fund
Coordinator Sheli Feldman, theater arts teacher Simonie Levy, and Carol
Janet

Susan O’Dwyer

Pianist
Raymond
Goldstein,
Gabi Schachat,
and Colin
Schachat
performing
Bizet’s The
Pearl Fisher

The cast of AJA’s production of Annie perform Tomorrow: (back, from left)
Kinneret Weismark, Sophie Knapp, Miriam Raggs, Jordan Joel, Ari Slomka,
Miriam Burmenko, Elli Russotto, Noam Laufer; (front, from left) Sara Goldberg,
Gavriella Bader, Alex Katz, Kayla Joel, Lily Knapp, Ari Gordon, Miriam Sirota,
Ariel Scher, and Ben Goldberg

AJA student Ari Slomka collects
donations for Operation Lifeshield

Thank you Ray
The product that we sell is narratives
and accounts of events, organizations,
people, and activities, and this product
is presented through the use of words,
grammar, and the storyline. One of
the goals of The Jewish Georgian has
been to respect the proper use and
presentation of the language, and it is
something that we have placed high on
our list of operating principles.
A guiding light in our striving was
Ray Tapley, a south Georgia boy who
spoke with the lilt of a southerner and

wrote with a commitment to grammatical
correctness. Almost from the outset of the
publication of The Jewish Georgian, Ray
was the steady hand that set the standard,
a function he lovingly performed for more
than 25 years.
Ray had lived most of his adult life in
Atlanta, but he never really ever left Vidalia,
his family homestead and his sanctuary.
It was to Vidalia and the family house he
maintained even while living in Atlanta
to which he retired several years ago, and
it was is in Vidalia where sadly he passed

away last month.
Through our modern technology,
even though living in Vidalia, Ray
continued to guide our effort to respect
the use of the English language and to
seek the high ground in presentation. He
was our mentor and standard-bearer, and
he was and will continue to be a reminder
of our responsibility to strive for the
proper use of the written word and not
become a contributor to its demise.
To our teacher and friend, thank you
for all you guidance and patience.
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Atlanta Jewish Academy
בית הספר היהודי של אטלנטה
proudly presents the

Jacob Adler

Dean Alkalay

Aharon Davidson

Maia Dori

Adam Alsberg Adam Arbiser

Avi Greene

Ariel Mordoch Nicole Nooriel Dauren Parker

Greg Shapiro

Rachel Kahen

Oryah Bunder

Jesse Cann

Michelle
Khandadash

Batel Man

Eleanor Parker Avi Rappoport

Daniella Sokol Shira Solomon

Rachel
Rosenberg

Abigail Stein Gilbert Vayner

C
ongratulations
class of ™º¡§
OUR GRADUATES

RECEIVED 255
ACCEPTANCES

TO OVER 80

COLLEGES

!

& UNIVERSITIES

For a complete listing of acceptances,
visit www.weberschool.org/2016acceptances.
6751 Roswell Road · Atlanta, GA 30328 · 404-917-2500 · www.weberschool.org
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Embracing diversity and the arts
The Felicia Penzell Weber Jewish
Community High School presented
Cinderella: The Enchanted Version (hosted
by Shrek) a musical theater performance,
as part of Arts in April, a month-long
celebration of music, dance, drama, and
literary and visual arts.
This production was in collaboration
with the Visual and Performing Arts Magnet
Program at Tri-Cities High School, in East
Point. Performances took place at the Marcus
Jewish Community Center’s Morris & Rae
Frank Theatre. The performance played to
full houses for two evening performances,
with a special afternoon performance and
talk-back with the director, cast, and crew
for The Epstein School seventh-grade
students.
The burgeoning partnership between
Weber and the Visual and Performing Arts
Magnet Program at Tri-Cities High School,
the first of its kind for both schools, was an
experience the students found profoundly
enriching. Weber freshman Anna Rose
Barrack thought it was a great success,
saying, “As a freshman, I was nervous. Not
only was this partnership new to Weber, but
I was new to Weber! I can honestly say that
the experience was amazing, and I learned
so much. I’m so excited that this is just the
beginning of working together with my new

friends at Tri-Cities.”
“Weber’s innovative visual and
performing arts program is taught by artistic
professionals who enhance our powerful
learning community,” said Rabbi Edward
Harwitz, Head of School. “Arts in April
celebrated the breadth of artistic work of
our students who have the opportunity
to collaborate with top working artists
from Atlanta and beyond. Throughout the
month of April, the Atlanta community
experienced the full range of talents that
Weber students express through music,
dance, painting, drawing, and ceramics.
Partnering with Tri-Cities High School is
the next step in the growth of our program,
allowing our students to collaborate and
build rich, meaningful relationships with
other talented and dedicated young people
in Atlanta—many of whom hope to make
the performing arts a career.”
“Arts in April showcased how working
directly with professional artists elevates our
students’ true artistic abilities,” said Amber
Singleton, director of Fine and Performing
Arts and a professional artist. “Weber’s
program is unique in its intent to expose
our students to the broader Atlanta arts
community.” In addition to Ms. Singleton,
Weber’s Fine and Performing Arts team
includes Hilda Willis, performing arts
director-in-residence and working actress
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COLLABORATORS: (top, from left) Kaylan T Fox and Denzell Walker, TriCities High School Visual and Performing Arts Magnet Program, 11th
grade; (middle) Rebecca Adler, The Weber School, 12th grade; (bottom)
Abby Goldberg, The Weber School, 10th grade, and Ma’Kayla Nolan, TriCities High School Visual and Performing Arts Magnet Program, 12th grade
(photo: Andria Lavine Photography)
and director; Cheryl Myrbo, visual artist-inresidence and project director of the Atlanta
High School Art Exhibit; dance specialist
Jai McClendon Jones, founder of AREA

(Atlanta’s Resource for Entertainment &
Arts); and music director and Atlanta Jewish
Music Festival Board member Drew Cohen.

Congratulations Davis Academy Class of 2016!
Mya Artzi
Abigail Barkan
Simon Ben-Moshe
Evan Bernath
Zoe Bober
Audra Buffington
Lauren Cohen
Tristan Costley
Darcy Denneen
Justin Edelman
Erin Edwards
Alexander Effron

Lindy Feintuch
Samuel Felner
Ethan Goldberg
Caroline Goldman
Isaac Goldman
Ayden Grey
Dara Grocer
Frankie Grossman
Audrey Gruenhut
Madison Kamean
Jack Klafter
Gabriella Kogan

Micah Kornblum
Zachary Leaf
Gabriella Lewis
Chloe Lipton
Gabrielle Louis
Austin Margol
Sarah McMahon
Jonah Medoff
Isabelle Mokotoff
Max Murray
Noa Grace Pollinger
Adam Prass

Ian Quegan
Jennifer Rice
Mary Ella Rinzler
Max Ripans
Gal Rocabado
Sarah Rosenberg
Jordyn Rosenberg
Alec Rosenthal
Joseph Rubanenko
Adam Rubinger
Eric Rubinger
Sarah Schulhof

Benjamin Shapiro
Ansley Sherman
Olivia Sidman
Sarah Stanley
Alisa Steel
Sarah Szabo
Mallory Tessler
Sarah Traub
Arie Voloschin
Phillip Weinstein
Adam Weintraub

8105 Roberts Drive
Atlanta, GA 30350
770-671-0085
davisacademy.org
A proud partner of:
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There’s more to learning than text books
BY Lindsey
Rosenberg
In the fall of 2013, an occupational
therapy student from Augusta University
visited an orphanage called Mustard Seed
Communities in Kingston, Jamaica. She was
so inspired by her experience that, upon her
return, she met with her professors, sharing
her experience and showing photographs
of the facility. What grew out of this is an
international fieldwork experience for the
Augusta University students at the Jamaican
facility.
A non-profit organization founded in
1978, Mustard Seed Communities is now
located in Jamaica, Nicaragua, the Dominican
Republican, and Zimbabwe. It is a devoted,
nurturing environment for people with
disabilities. Started as a home for a small
number of abandoned and disabled children,
today it serves more than 500 children, adults,
and families with disabilities and/or HIV/
AIDS focusing on providing care to children
and adults with both physical and cognitive
disabilities.
Augusta University now takes two
trips a year providing invaluable, hands-on
learning experiences to a large number of
students. Founded and led by Msgr. Gregory
Ramkissoon, a Diocesan priest in Kingston,
Jamaica, Mustard Seed exposes the students
to the actual experience of working with
the residents to help with self-care skills,
educational tasks, and positioning in their
wheelchairs and beds. The students bring
supplies with them, including shipping crates
filled with donated wheelchairs, to assist the
residents and the staff in maximizing their
resources. They plan activities for groups
of residents and work one-on-one to assist
with adaptive equipment to improve the
independence of individual clients.
As a student in the Masters of Health
Science in Occupational Therapy program at

Forever changed by a hug and a
smile: Lindsey Rosenberg spends
quality time with a resident

Augusta University, I was lucky enough to
visit Jamaica in the spring 2016. From the first
steps off the plane to the sound of cheering little
voices when we woke up on the first morning,
I knew this was going to be a life-changing
experience. Waking up in a new country in
a new building can be nerve-wracking, but I
did not feel anxiety in my room as the alarm
clocks began to ring. Everyone got up, put on
their scrubs, and was excited to take on the
day as if we had been there for weeks.
We finally made our way to Jerusalem!,
the large, eight-acre community of the
complex, which serves as a residential care
facility for more than 150 children and adults
with disabilities. As we finally pulled up to the
gates, it was then that the vision we had in our
heads and the stories that had been told were
becoming a reality. While we had seen many
pictures from the classes that previously had
made the journey, no one could predict what
was to come.
The feeling of joy and enthusiasm was an
understatement of what we, as occupational
therapy students, felt when the residents ran
up to us to welcome us to their home. Hugs,
kisses, handshakes, and smiles were what
filled the air. No one stood back, no one was
afraid, and we could not wait to get out and
“play” with the residents.

Augusta University Occupational Therapy students in the Mustard Seed
Community in Jamaica

Lindsey Rosenberg and Auntie, a
nurse at Mustard Seed Communities,
assists residents in making and eating
pancakes
Lindsey Rosenberg shares a smile
with a resident
Each day became easier and easier, and
relationships began to form and grow. We
knew the goodbyes would eventually come
and the tears would cover our faces, but the
only thing left for us to say was, “We will see
you next time!”
This whole experience was truly
something I will never forget. I grew both
professionally and personally and became
closer with classmates that I previously had
not taken the time to get to know. I faced
challenges head on, and I learned how to love
someone that might not be able to verbally
communicate back but could communicate in
different ways. I learned how to understand
residents that were non-verbal, how to better
interpret what a resident was trying to express
when he or she threw a rock, or understand
what the resident wanted just by watching his
or her eye gaze.

I guess I did not realize how challenging
it would be to transfer back into the life I was

living before leaving for Jamaica. The hardest
part about being back is sitting in my room and
realizing that people here in America always
want the newest and best thing out there,
whether it is a new phone, a new car, or even
a bigger television for their room. However,
when it comes to the residents at Mustard
Seed Communities, all they want is someone
to love and care for them. In America we don’t
realize how much we take for granted, and we
often fail to see the benefit of simply having
someone to love and care for us. I wish people
would realize that the love and support we get
from our “caregivers” is enough.
I left with a happy heart full of passion
and love for these residents. I wonder what
I can do to impart to future participants the
joy they will derive from this experience,
and sense of achievement they will feel for
having made life a little better for this group
of neglected humans.
I will keep those special laughs and smiles
in my heart forever and will never forget how
fortunate I was to have been able to travel to
Mustard Seeds Communities. These residents
made a tremendous impact on my life.

Put some overtime

toward yourself.
Don’t let the 9-to-5 grind you down.
With regular massage treatments,
you’ll find the energy to climb even
higher on the corporate ladder.
Introductory 1-hour massage

with free aromatherapy
$4999
Introductory 1-hour essential custom facial

with free aromatherapy
$5999

NORTH DRUID HILLS
2484 Briarcliff Rd. Suite 35
Atlanta Ga 30329
678 932 8204
Monday – Friday 9 AM to 9 PM
Saturday – 9 AM to 7 PM
Sunday –10 AM to 6 PM
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JNF’s work on behalf of Israelis with special needs is awe-inspiring
By Alan Wolk

The afterglow of my recent trip to Israel,
as part of Jewish National Fund’s Task Force
on Disabilities, has not faded, even after all
these weeks. I thought I had an idea of what
JNF did to help people with disabilities
integrate into society, but seeing it firsthand
opened my eyes to just how much JNF does to
ensure no one feels left out and that as many
as possible get the quality care they need. I
see so much opportunity for each of JNF’s
partners under the disabilities and specialneeds banner to do more for the people of
Israel.
I will never forget the recent $1 Billion
Roadtrip Mission and what it meant to me
personally. I just wish my parents could be
around to see what JNF is doing. They would
be amazed and so proud of my commitment
to this organization. You see, my older brother
Phillip was profoundly disabled. Seventy
years ago, there were not many options
available to improve his quality of life. He
passed away in 2004 at just 60 years old,
having lived most of his life in a care facility.
JNF’s commitment to the disabled and worldclass facilities like Aleh Negev might have
made a difference for Phillip and my family.
I’ve been a supporter of JNF for
many years. To me, supporting JNF meant
supporting Israel and securing a future for
Jewish people around the world. Nine years
ago, I retired from a corporate leadership

role. I embarked on a second career as a parttime university instructor and volunteered my
time and expertise to JNF Atlanta, of which I
am now co-president. I spend a considerable
amount of time working with the staff and
spreading the word about JNF’s great work
in Israel. I am proud to say I am a JNF major
donor and a member of the Task Force on
Disabilities, and I have just recently taken on
a leadership role on the Special In Uniform
committee, a program that integrates youth
with disabilities into the IDF and assists in
preparing them for careers following army
service.
During the recent mission, we visited
a Special In Uniform unit at the Eilat naval
base, where I saw a group of young people
with disabilities, in uniform, standing side-byside with other IDF soldiers. The commander
beamed with pride and explained that each

Alan Wolk talks with an IDF soldier in
Eilat.

experience EPSTEIN.

Two Special in Uniform soldiers flank Aviva Postelnik of the JNF Task Force
on Disabilities, Tiran Attia, director of Special in Uniform, Yossi Kahana, the
task force’s director, and Alan Wolk, JNF Task Force on Disabilities
soldier from Special in Uniform brings so
much to his or her unit. This program not only
has an impact on the lives of its soldiers, but
also on the men and women in their units who
will know after their army service just what
societal inclusion means.
At another base, I met former IDF Air
Force pilot Orly Lahat, who spoke about how
he never thought a program like this could
exist and that his son, Omer, would only hear
stories of his, and others’, time in the IDF. His
son has cerebral palsy and is now a customer
service rep for the IDF. He is able to serve his
country with pride and have the same rite of
passage as every other young Israeli, thanks
to Special in Uniform.
Seeing young children with disabilities
playing at Aleh Negev as part of their
rehabilitation is something I will never forget.
I will never forget the way their parents
looked at them while they played. It was a
look of hope and thankfulness—hope that
these children will someday have a level of
normalcy and thankfulness for Aleh Negev’s
care.
The outdoors, hiking, and enjoying
parks are ingrained in Israeli life. At
LOTEM-Making Nature Accessible, I saw
what I thought was impossible—a group in
wheelchairs pressing olives and making olive
oil. LOTEM makes it possible for those in
wheelchairs to experience nature, just like
everyone else.

Mazel Tov
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Alan Wolk chats with a young girl at
LOTEM-Making Nature Accessible

At the Red Mountain Therapeutic Riding
Center, on Kibbutz Grofit, I met Jill Oron,
the lead therapeutic riding instructor and
learned her goal is to make horseback riding
therapy available to the people in this remote
Negev region, where other essential medical
services are lacking. She provides therapy to
nearly 200 children and adults with physical
and mental disabilities, as well as emotional
and behavioral issues.
A young girl’s smile broadened as she
was set on a horse for her weekly therapy.
Seeing her connect with the horse, to be so
comfortable with it and move as if she were
flying, was awe-inspiring.

Getting ready for a ride at the Red
Mountain Therapeutic Riding Center
(photo: Miriam Braun)
JNF is an intellectual concept, until you
go to Israel and see firsthand what we do. We
are not just Abraham’s Well or Ammunition
Hill, even though these historic sites are
so important in telling the story of where
we came from and who we are today. We
change the lives of people with disabilities.
We broaden opportunities for people to live
comfortably by helping build the Negev and
the Galilee. We provide normalcy for children
living in the border town of Sderot, with an
indoor playground that’s also a secure bomb
shelter.
We make fundamental differences for
so many who have it so hard. JNF inspires
me. Moves me. I hope I have inspired you to
become a little bit more involved.
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Schwartz on Sports
BY Jerry
Schwartz

BREAST STROKES. I am not much for
art or auctions, but I believe in and support
research for breast cancer, and I wanted to
support my wife’s involvement in Hadassah,
so I attended a major Hadassah fundraiser in
February. “Breast Strokes—The Big Reveal”
turned out to be an educational, inspiring, and
fun evening. And, as a bonus, I came up with
an idea for “Schwartz on Sports.”
I figured that any gathering of 600 Jews,
mostly ranging in ages from 50 to 80, would
include lots of guys I might know from my
years of basketball, racquetball, softball, and
pickleball at the “J.” And I was right. As we
arrived at the Stave Room at American Spirit
Works, parking right behind us was Randy
Gorod, who had just started a new position
as an executive in Hadassah, and his wife,
Nancy. I know Randy from playing pick-up
basketball at the Marcus Jewish Community
Center of Atlanta’s Shirley Blumenthal Park,
in Cobb County. The property was sold a few
years ago, and I am not certain where those
guys play their Sunday morning pick-up now.
When we walked into this large event
space, with all kinds of paintings, auction

items, and activity, I saw I.J. Rosenberg.
I had previously written about I.J. and his
involvement in the Atlanta sports scene,
after he spoke to the Edgewise group at
the MJCCA. I.J. writes the “Where Are
They Now?” feature, about former Georgia
professional athletes, for The Atlanta JournalConstitution. I asked him who was going to be
featured in the next edition, and he said Levon
Mercer, ex-UGA basketball star, who played
professional ball and lived in Israel for many
years.
Nancy and I walked around, checking out
the items to bid on. I had to convince her that
I was not interested in Matt Ryan’s #2 Falcon
jersey, a baseball autographed by Chipper
Jones, or a Mark Lemke bobble-head doll.
I talked to Kent Alexander and learned he
is taking a sabbatical from Emory University
to write a book about the Centennial Park
bombing, during the 1996 Olympics. I am
looking forward to reading that one. We talked
about playing on the same team back in the
late ‘80s. I mentioned one game in particular,
in which Kent, who was an excellent defensive
player, guarded Steve Handmaker, the top
scorer in the league, and he did an excellent
job, helping us to win. Kent also remembered
that particular game.
Kent told me that his wife, Diane, was
the honorary chair of Breast Strokes 2016.
Diane is an Atlanta plastic surgeon, whose
specializations include breast rejuvenation
and breast cancer reconstruction. He also said

Breast Strokes—The Big Reveal (Photo: Lauren Wade)

Randy Gorod (from left), I.J. and Beth
Ann Rosenberg (Photo: Ric Mershon)

Honorary Chair Dr. Diane Alexander
and husband Kent (Photo: Ric
Mershon)

that one of his two daughters, Kayla, a senior
at the School of the Art Institute of Chicago,
created three of the paintings that were being
auctioned.
Kent said that his parents, Miles and
Elaine, would be in attendance, so I made it
a point to watch out for them. Miles played
in the JCC Men’s Basketball League, when
it originally started in 1965, at the Peachtree
J, and he was a captain for many years. So
if you played back then, it could have been
for his team, Alexander’s Aces, Dinnerman’s
Demons, Schneider’s Schnitznels, Cohen’s
Cagers, or Weiner’s Warriors, on any given
Tuesday night or Sunday morning. Miles is also
a prominent Atlanta attorney. I congratulated
him on being recognized by Atlanta Magazine
as one of the top 100 lawyers in Atlanta, an
honor that he has received many times. I told
both Miles and Kent about our basketball
get-together of guys who played in the JCC
leagues between 1965-1985. We meet twice a
year, and I am hoping that they will attend one
of our future gatherings.
During the evening, I recognized a
number of other guys, but didn’t get a chance
to talk with them. Byron Rosenstein is the
doctor who has been taking care of my knees
for 20 years, and I hope he will help me keep
going for many, many more. I saw fellow
pickleball players Dick Williams, Alan Bart,
and Alan Kessler. We saw Elva and Norman
Rosner. Elva is a valued member of Nancy’s
Metulla Hadassah group, and Norman and
I bowled together for many years in the
Thursday Night Men’s League.
I am certain there were many others I
missed, but, hey, there was a bar, and hors
d’oeuvres were being served, so I had to take
some time for that. So I went from not wanting
to go, figuring this was not my “cup of tea,” to
having a great evening, supporting my wife,
and writing the column you are now reading.
REMEMBERING GEORGE WISE. George
Wise died March 20, at the age of 85. I knew
George for almost 50 years. Our friendship
revolved around playing basketball and
softball at the AJCC, at the Peachtree and
Zaban Park locations. George played into
his 80s and has the record for the most years
ever played in the men’s basketball league.
I attended his funeral, where his son, Steve,
and son-in-law, Steve Fine, eulogized him
with some poignant and humorous stories. I
learned who he was away form the court and
how much he loved and treasured his wife,
Jane, and his children and grandchildren. I
also have some fond memories of George and
would like to share some of them with you.
I remember attending his 50th birthday
party at the Peachtree J and all the various
basketball games and activities that were a
part of that special occasion. I have a George
“Washington” Wise T-shirt from that night,
but it is probably packed away with dozens of
T-shirts, hats, softball pants, and other sports
items.
I remember when we both played in the
city softball league on different teams in the
late ‘60s and ‘70s. How George got connected
with the Sexy Sadie Team, I’ll never know, but
I bet he had some great stories to tell.
I remember watching him go to bat at the
AJCC Men’s Softball League, and he never
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swung at the first pitch. He could hit, run, and
field with the best of them.
I remember seeing him at most of our
Basketball Bunch at Lunch get-togethers and
his winning the first trivia contest, getting 10
out 10 correct. (If only he could have shot a
basketball like that.)
I remember seeing him at the yearly Alta
Cocker softball games, organized by Gene
Benator. We even turned a short to second to
first double play at one of the games.
I remember the picks he set when we
played basketball together and how I could get
open for a good shot. I also remember the pick
I ran into when we were on opposite teams. It
was like running into a tree. Everything about
George was solid, even though he wore lots of
braces, bandages, and tape.
I remember playing a cross-court pickup basketball game against George, his son,
Steve, and sons-in-law Steve Fine and Don
Miller. I called them “The Wise Guys,” and
they made a pretty good team. Steve Fine
also reminded me that George loved to play
basketball with his daughter, Amy, at the
Shirley Blumenthal J.
I remember that, whenever I’d see any of
the guys who played in the JCC leagues and
we reminisced, George Wise would always be
mentioned. He was just a guy everyone liked
and remembered.
I remember that, when I was in the gym,
George always came over to say hello and ask
about the family. I’ll miss seeing and talking
to him again, but I really have great memories
of a very special guy.
REMEMBERING SID COJAC. Pickleball at
the MJCCA was born six years ago, when Sid
Cojac brought the game here from Charlotte.
He, along with George Jordan, Moose Miller,
Ed Feldstein, Cheri Levitan, and Howie
Rosenberg, introduced it as a regular weekly
activity at the J. Many of us had never heard
of it before, although I saw an exhibition
match at the National Senior Games in 2007
and thought it would be a great sport to learn.
Pickleball has grown to be one of the most
popular activities, with games being played on
up to six courts, six days a week.
Sid was an accomplished tennis player
and won a gold medal at the age of 83, at the
National Senior Games. He made an easy
transition to pickleball and continued to play
into his 90s. He was an inspiration to those of
us who understand the value of staying active,
both physically and mentally.
Sid died on March 17, at the age of 102.
He was affectionately know as “The Mayor
of Main Street,” and there was spot up front
reserved for him at the MJCCA parking lot,
from 10:00 a.m.-12:00 noon, every Tuesday.
He was also a regular at the weekly Edgewise
meetings and discussion groups and was noted
for his questioning nature and how he got to
the heart of the matter. Sid was a no-nonsense
kind of guy, who will be remembered for his
wit, wisdom, and spark. He will be missed by
his family, as well as the scores of friends he
made at the J. Main Street will never be the
same again.
This edition of “Schwartz of Sports”
included good causes and fond memories.
Until next time, drive for the bucket and score.
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Epstein announces launch of new “Imagine Epstein” endowment effort
As part of The Epstein School’s longterm strategic planning, The school is
focused on the future. It is looking at various
financial sustainability models to ensure that
43 years from now, The Epstein School will
be stronger than it is today. To support this
sustainability, it has launched the Imagine
Epstein endowment campaign.
In connection with this campaign, the
school announced that Barbara and Sanford
Orkin have generously made a lead gift to
this effort with a $1 million endowment
for student scholarships, named the
Barbara & Sanford Orkin and Family Chai
Scholarship Fund. “We decided to make this
gift to Epstein because of our belief in the
importance of the history of the institution,”
explained Sanford Orkin. “Many people
aren’t aware that the school began as a
dream on the part of Rabbi Harry Epstein
and a committed set of volunteers. The
investment of time, energy, and resources
decades ago took the school from being
housed in the Orkin Building at Ahavath
Achim Synagogue over 40 years ago, to
the impressive campus it is on today. I am
very pleased with the current direction and

Epstein Board President Darrin Friedrich, Sanford Orkin, Barbara Orkin, and
Head of School David Abusch-Magder
accomplishment of the school. With this
gift, we wanted to continue to honor the
work of the past and plant the seeds that will
be bearing fruit 40 years from now.”

“The Orkins support education around
the country and we are proud that they have
chosen to continue to invest in Epstein,”
said Epstein’s Head of School Dr. David

Abusch-Magder.
“We are so appreciative of the Orkins’
leadership and generosity that will have a
positive impact immediately and for years
to come on our school and our students,”
added Chief Advancement Officer Ronette
Throne.
The Imagine Epstein Committee,
chaired by Michael Merlin, began its work
this spring and will continue to work over
the summer for the full launch this fall.
Committee members are: Steve Berman,
Beth Halpern Brown, Stacey Fisher, Amy
Fox, Eydie Koonin, Steve Merlin, Justin
Milrad, Linda Schear, Stan Sunshine, and
Itai Tsur.
The Epstein School is excited to be a
member of the final cohort of Generations,
an
endowment-building
program,
coordinated by Partnership for Excellence
in Jewish Education (PEJE) and funded, in
part, by the AVI CHAI Foundation.
For more information on Imagine
Epstein or making an endowment or legacy
gift to The Epstein School, community
members should contact Chief Advancement
Officer Ronette Throne at ronette.throne@
epsteinatlanta.org.

Bryan Lewis and Greg Lewis honored at Epstein Celebration
The Epstein School honored Bryan
Lewis and Greg Lewis at the 2016 Epstein
Celebration, April 17, at the Intercontinental
Buckhead Hotel. Both Lewis families
have been an integral part of the Epstein
community for more than 15 years. All of
their children have or are attending The
Epstein School: Greg and Erica’s children,
Gabrielle (Class of ‘15) and Harrison (Class
of ‘18), and Bryan and Amy’s children,
Daniel (Class of ‘15) and Lindsey (Class of
‘17).

Bryan and Greg have served on the
Board of Directors and have been involved
in several Epstein committees and task
forces. Most notably, over the last several
years, they offered their leadership, time,
and expertise to ensure the success of the
Building Our Future Campaign, which
resulted in significant enhancements to
the school’s campus. Bryan co-chaired the
Capital Campaign, and Greg co-chaired the
Feasibility Study for the Capital Campaign
and chaired the Building Committee.

They are also active leaders in the
greater Atlanta community. Bryan has
lent his talents to many organizations,
including the School Governance Council
and Building Committee of the Riverwood
International Charter School and Board of
Directors of YMCA Camp Thunderbird.
Greg is currently on The Epstein School
Board of Directors, is a member of the
Metro Atlanta Chamber of Commerce, and
is a board member for the Roofers Insurance
LTD.

Bryan Lewis and Greg Lewis

Epstein students collaborate with world-renowned artist David Moss

Pamela Cohen (from right), student artist Eden Apt, Linda Parmet, and Debbie
Levine

The Epstein School 5th-grade students
had the pleasure of working on a creative
challenge with world-renowned artist,
illuminator, and transformer of Jewish texts
and objects David Moss.
Earlier in the year, David visited the
school to speak with students about his art
and the creative process. In addition, he
worked with Epstein students on a project
that would use art to solve a problem of
importance to the 5th-graders: not enough
games and activities, which sometimes leads
to boredom and lack of physical activity on
the playground and, ultimately, or behavioral
problem. Prior to David’s arrival, students
engaged in much discussion and research on
this topic. David then walked them through
the steps of the creative process and helped
them work collaboratively to develop the
game criteria and foster their development
of fun, creative Jewish games. The project
was made possible by a grant awarded to the

school.
Students worked on three artistic
structures that incorporated recycled
materials to house all the game pieces and
instructions. Each box addresses one of
three target areas/topics of interest: team
building ()הלועפ ףותיש, healthy body leads
to healthy soul ()אירב ףוגב האירב שפנ, and
“Our Jewish World” ()ונלש ידוהיה םלועה.
“I loved working with the students,
staff and administration at Epstein,” said
David. “Pamela Cohen, Linda Parmet, and
Debbie Levine have clearly made a huge
impact in bringing the mission of Teachers’
Institute for the Arts into the school, as we
integrate creative, artistic expression with
Jewish learning.”
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Why your wedding checklist should include JScreen
Summertime is the most popular time
for couples to gather under the chuppah to
say their “I do’s.” May through September,
the season of love, is a notably busy time for
weddings.
Brides typically have an impressive
checklist for a day that marks the beginning
of happily ever after, including cake tastings,
dress fittings, honeymoon planning, and
carefully selecting flower bouquets.
And while couples have confirmed the
compatibility of their personalities, many
have yet to confirm the compatibility of
their genes.

Being Jewish comes with its own
unique set of traditions, expectations,
and, yes, even genes. For instance, some
hereditary diseases are more common in
Jewish communities than they are among
our non-Jewish friends, neighbors, and
partners. In fact, one in four Jews is a
healthy carrier of at least one of 40 different
diseases. When both parents are carriers of
the same disease, each of their children is
at 25% risk. It’s important for everybody,
Jewish or not, to get screened before taking

to help ensure a healthy pregnancy and
healthy baby.
The JScreen test is highly accurate
and, thanks to support from the Marcus
Foundation and other donors, very
affordable. The cost of screening is $99 for
people with medical insurance. If cost is a
barrier, financial assistance is available. A
couple can also consider asking a friend or
relative for a JGift certificate (jscreen.org/
gift) to help defray the cost of the screening.

the walk down Parenthood Lane. While
many of us have heard of Tay-Sachs and
cystic fibrosis, fewer have heard of other
devastating genetic diseases, such as ML4
or familial dysautonomia.

Although up to a third of Jews are
carriers of these hereditary diseases, only
about one percent of couples who go
through genetic screening find out they are
both carriers of the same disease. For these
couples, there are many options available
to help them have healthy children. It’s
important to undergo genetic screening
before pregnancy to ensure the health and
well-being of your future family. With a
team of weddings planners and staff galore
planning the most elaborate party, this vital
aspect of the wedding planning process
seems to get overlooked.
Based out of Emory University’s
Department of Human Genetics, in
Atlanta, JScreen is an online, at home
genetic-screening program, dedicated to
preventing Jewish genetic diseases. JScreen
is particularly revolutionary for Jews, as the

test can screen for more than 100 genetic
diseases, including those that are common
in Jewish populations and others that are
common in the general population.
While other tests can be costly, timeconsuming, and invasive, the JScreen
process is easy and takes only about 10
minutes to complete. Order a kit at jscreen.
org, and when it arrives at your home,
simply spit into the tube, seal it up, and
mail the sample in the pre-paid packaging.
After it’s processed by a state-of-the-art
certified laboratory, you’ll be contacted
with your results. If a person or couple’s
risk is elevated, licensed genetic counselors
address their results, options, and resources
by telephone or secure video conferencing,

Wedding planning can be stressful;
however, that planning pays off with a day
that helps to launch you into your life of
wedded bliss. Genetic screening should be
just another step in the process of planning
your future life together. It’s not only an
appropriate step for this transitional time of
your life, but it’s also an important one to
add to your “I do” to-do.

National publication names JScreen as a top innovative Jewish organization

JScreen, a national, at-home genetic
screening program based at Emory University
School of Medicine, has been named one
of North America’s top innovative Jewish
organizations in the 2016 Slingshot Guide.
The guide is a go-to resource for volunteers,
activists, and donors looking for new
opportunities and projects that, through their
innovative nature, will ensure the Jewish
community remains relevant and thriving.
“JScreen is very proud to be selected for
the Guide for the
third year in a row
and recognized as
one of the most
innovative Jewish
organizations
making a positive
impact on the
lives of those
in the Jewish
community,” says
Karen Arnovitz
Karen Arnovitz
Grinzaid
Grinzaid, JScreen
senior director.
Organizations included in the Slingshot
Guide are selected from among hundreds
of finalists for their innovative approach in

driving the future of Jewish life, motivating
new audiences to participate in their work,
and responding to the needs of individuals
and communities, both within and beyond the
Jewish community.
Through a simple, at-home saliva
test, JScreen allows prospective parents to
determine their risk of carrying inherited
conditions that are more common in the Jewish
community and could be passed on to their
future children. JScreen provides screening
for more than 100 inherited diseases, many
of which affect the broader community. The
program also provides private counseling to
help address test results and risks for these
hereditary diseases.
For more information about JScreen, or to
request a screening kit, visit www.JScreen.org.
JScreen was launched in 2013 with
a grant from The Marcus Foundation and
depends on community support to expand its
reach. JScreen uses philanthropic gifts to grow
its service into additional Jewish communities
across the nation and to assist in reducing the
cost of the screenings, thereby making this
unique program more accessible to all who can
benefit. To make a gift in support of JScreen,
visit JScreen.org/donate.

Slingshot Guide recognizes four
Atlanta organizations
The 2016 Slingshot Guide includes four Atlanta organizations—Jewish Kids Group,
the Atlanta Jewish Music Festival, JScreen, and SOJOURN. This is the largest-ever number
of Atlanta organizations to be featured in the guide.
The 2016 edition is Slingshot’s 11th annual guide to North America’s most innovative
Jewish organizations. These organizations are driving the future of Jewish life and
engagement by motivating new audiences to participate in their work and responding to the
needs of individuals and communities—both within and beyond the Jewish community—
as never before.
Among the hundreds of organizations that applied for inclusion, 50 were selected.
They were evaluated on their innovative approach, the impact they have in their work, the
leadership they have in their sector, and their effectiveness at achieving results.
To download PDFs of the guides or order print copies, visit slingshotfund.org/order.
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Ordering cars yet to be built
BY Leon
Socol
We have come to expect new car
models to be made and introduced to the
public before the end of each year. You can
get next year’s model several months ahead
of the calendar year from most established
car manufacturers. It’s not unusual for a
driver to boast that he’s driving next year’s
model. We have been conditioned to have
the newest cars as soon as possible.
The auto industry takes advantage of
our desires by making more and more new
models. And while there are numerous
automakers, it’s seldom that a new car
manufacturer comes to the market, because
it takes a huge amount of capital to launch a
new car brand.
Throughout the years, many car brands
that were household names have gone out
of business. Do you remember the KaiserFrazer, Studebaker, LaSalle, Oldsmobile, or
Plymouth? Perhaps you owned one of them.
I personally owned several of them.
In late March, an all-electric model of
the Tesla automobile was introduced at the

New York International Auto Show. It was
a less expensive version of an all-electric
deluxe car the company had previously
hand built and sold for more than $100,000.
Not many were sold at this price, so Telsa
introduced its model 3, which will sell for
$35,000.
The Tesla 3 is a beautiful, well-styled
car that comes from a company noted for
fine craftsmanship. It will be able to run
more than 200 miles on a single charge of
electricity. The Tesla displayed at the auto
show captured the enthusiasm of nearly
300,000 prospective buyers, who have
each paid a $1,000 deposit to get on Tesla’s
guaranteed waiting list.
After a friend of mine put down his
deposit, I asked if he had any concerns about
getting it back if the car wasn’t produced.
He said the deposit was fully refundable
at any time for any reason. He also said
Tesla bought a former Toyota auto plant,
in California, with a capacity to produce
400,000 cars annually, and the commitment
from thousands of buyers posed little risk to
those who want to buy the Tesla 3.
If I sound a little cautious, here’s why.
Back in the late 1940s, after WW II, new
cars were not easy to find. A young man
named Tucker introduced a prototype of a
great-looking car that bore his name. It had a
beautiful sculpted body design and featured

Tesla Model 3
a center grill-mounted Cyclops headlight
that turned with the car’s steering.
The Tucker automobile was displayed
at the old Atlanta Civic Center, in 1947,
and drew crowds of people, including some
members of my Georgia Tech fraternity. We
were really struck by the car’s beauty and
technical advancements.
One of my frat brothers decided to put
his name on the buyers’ list. In order to
register, you had to buy a set of seat covers.
The covers sold for about $150 and fit only

BUSINESS BITS
By Marsha Liebowitz
MERLIN HONORED. Michael Merlin, a
managing director of wealth management
and
private
wealth advisor
in
Morgan
S t a n l e y ’s
B u c k h e a d
W e a l t h
Management
office,
has
been named to
the
Financial
Times’
2016
edition
of
the
Michael Merlin
“Top Financial
Advisors”
in
the U.S. These are individuals who have a
minimum of $250 million in assets under
management (AUM) and 10 or more years
of industry experience. Qualified financial
advisors were scored on six attributes:
AUM, AUM growth rate, compliance
records, experience, industry certifications,
and online accessibility. Financial advisors
also had to commit to complete anonymous
quarterly sentiment surveys for the FT.
GOOD AS GOLD. Christiane ZehSchendowich,
of
Harry
Norman,
REALTORS, received the 2015 Quality

Service Certified Gold status, in recognition
of exceptional service satisfaction,
m e a s u r e d
and
compiled
by
Leading
R e s e a r c h
Corporation.
T
h
i
s
qualification
is based on
the
number
of
feedback
surveys clients
have returned
Christiane
and
the
Zeh-Schendowich
composite
score;
this
feedback becomes part of an agent’s
credentials. An overall satisfaction
rating is displayed on consumer websites
QualityService.org and RatedAgent.com,
where buyers and sellers can select a real
estate professional based upon that agent’s
validated record of service satisfaction.
LUTZ AT THE FOX. Affairs to Remember
Caterers has announced that Nancy Lutz has
been promoted to director of special events
for AFFAIRS at the FOX, managing the
Fox Theatre’s Private Events Department,
including responsibility for coordination
of event catering and vendor partners

the Tucker automobile. Potential car buyers
paid for a set of covers and took them home.
I questioned my friend about what would he
do with the seat covers if the car was never
built. (Up to this point, the Tucker was just a
prototype display.) My friend shrugged me
off and said he was sure the car would be
manufactured. Otherwise, why would they
be selling seat covers for it?
Well sadly, although the Tucker got a
lot of national publicity, the car was never
built. I often wonder what my frat brother
did with his Tucker seat covers.
and event spaces, including the Egyptian
Ballroom, Grand Salon and Terrace, Spanish
Ballroom, and
Landmarks
Lounge.
In
addition
to
managing
the
creation
and
execution
of
clients’ special
events,
in
her new role,
Nancy will be
contributing to
Nancy Lutz
the “Fox Food
Story.” Nancy
brings more than 30 years of catering and
entertainment expertise to her new role.
PARADIES
LAGARDERE
WINS
AGAIN. Paradies Lagardère, for the
21st consecutive year, earned the Airport
Revenue News Awards top honor as Best
Overall Retailer. Paradies Lagardère
received three additional ARN awards:
Best Specialty Retail Brand Operator; Best
New Specialty Retail Concept—7–Eleven;
and Best Chef-Driven, Local or Regional
Restaurant—Bar Symon, along with their
Joint Venture Partner, United Concessions
Group, Pittsburgh International Airport. It
also earned two food and beverage awards
in the USA Today 10 Best Reader’s Choice
Awards: Best Airport Bar Wait Staff—Bar
Symon, Pittsburgh International Airport,
and Best Airport for Dining—Long Beach
Airport.
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JF&CS News
ONE GOOD DEED. Jewish Family &
Career Services recently acquired One Good
Deed (OGD), a firmly established, widely
recognized friendly visitor program for
older adults. As of March 1, OGD became
a program within JF&CS’ Aviv Older Adult
Services.
JF&CS has a long and successful
history of providing high-quality programs
and services for older adults. For more than
10 years, Aviv’s services have included
geriatric care management, information and
referrals, counseling, caregiver services,
transportation, Holocaust Survivor services,
and other assistance.
OGD, which matches volunteers to
older adults so they can live independently
in their own homes, operates in much of the
Atlanta metropolitan area. This partnership
allows JF&CS to expand its services to a
wider population of older adults.
“JF&CS has been focusing on
collaborations with other organizations in
the community, and One Good Deed is the
perfect kind of partner,” said Rick Aranson,
chief executive officer of JF&CS. “We
offer complementary services and working
collaboratively will result in greater impact
in our community and opportunity for our
clients.”
One Good Deed started 10 years
ago. Marty Halpern had been on a Jewish
Federation mission trip to Israel and
visited a community where older adults
received many low-cost services essential
to independent living. Inspired to start
a similar kind of program in Atlanta, he
personally seeded the initiative. Additional
grants eventually came from Federation and
other sources, including individuals and
fundraisers.
OGD started in the Toco Hill area,
where there is a high concentration of
older adults living in their own homes or
apartments. Halpern brought his sister-inlaw, Sharon Spiegelman, on board to run the
program. The two worked with synagogues,
churches, Federation, the Council on
Aging, and DeKalb County agencies to
identify a list of essential services that, if
provided by community volunteers, would
help older adults age in place. Spiegelman
worked closely with JF&CS’ Toco Hills
NORC (Naturally Occurring Retirement
Community) staff to get the word out about
the program. Once OGD was established,
Federation encouraged Halpern and
Spiegelman to apply for a grant to support
caregivers.
“We learned older adults desperately
wanted company, and, while volunteers
were providing companionship, there were
many other ways the volunteer could help in
and outside their home,” said Spiegelman,
now the program manager for OGD. “We
provide that, but we don’t send just any
volunteer to any older adult. We consider
ourselves real matchmakers, creating
relationships and bonds between the two.”
Word of the program and its reputation

for excellence spread rapidly, and OGD
began receiving requests from social
workers, area service agencies, synagogues,
and friends of care recipients. The program
has grown from the Toco Hill and North
Druid Hills areas to much of metro Atlanta,
including Emory, Northlake, Decatur,
Dunwoody, Sandy Springs, Alpharetta, East
Cobb, Roswell, and Buckhead.
As OGD continued to grow, Spiegelman
and the OGD board began thinking about its
sustainability and ability to keep growing.
“It made sense to join with JF&CS,”
she said. “We’re merging the best of what
we have with all JF&CS has to offer.”
Following the same path JF&CS
is pursuing, OGD is a person-centered
program that focuses on both the client
and his or her family and caregivers. Each
care recipient is carefully matched with a
community volunteer, who makes a oneyear commitment to visit twice a month, for
a minimum of two hours per visit. Volunteers
perform simple tasks, including cooking
meals with the care recipient, shopping for
groceries, paying bills, running errands,
and helping with simple daily chores such
as changing a light bulb. In undertaking
these essential tasks, volunteers act as
social supports, providing care recipients
with
companionship,
encouragement,
and friendship. The volunteers’ visits also
provide the caregivers (if applicable) with
peace of mind, knowing the care recipient is
in safe hands.
Some volunteers also assist the Toco
Hills and Meyer Balser NORCs with
programming support during their monthly
luncheons. OGD provides care recipients
and caregivers with additional program
resources, such as a lending closet of
donated medical equipment and information
and referrals to other community service
providers.
OGD
works
with
community
organizations and individuals to identify
care recipients and caregivers in need of
assistance. Over the past decade, OGD
has recruited, screened, and trained more
than 300 community volunteers, who have
provided 30,000-plus hours of assistance
and served hundreds of Jewish and nonJewish care recipients and caregivers. Today,
the program has 65 active volunteers, most
of whom will transition to JF&CS, which
also has—and continues to recruit—a large,
active volunteer corps.
“Without our incredible volunteers,
we would not be able to impact the lives
of the recipients and their families the way
we have, and the program would not be
as strong as it is,” said Vivienne Kurland,
OGD’s program coordinator. “Many have
been with us for the past 10 years, with
some working for more than five years with
the same individual. This is why our tagline
is ‘funded by human capital.’”
For more information about One
Good Deed or to volunteer, contact
onegooddeed@jfcs-atlanta.org. To learn
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more about JF&CS’ other programs and
services for older adults, contact aviv@jfcsatlanta.org.

Volunteer Nancy Brower and Judy
Smith

Pat Taratoot (left) enjoys spending
time with Natalie Halpern and helps
her run errands twice a month.

GROUNDBREAKING. On March 17,
JF&CS broke ground to celebrate the start
of construction on its Dunwoody campus
expansion.
Leaders from the community, JF&CS’
capital campaign cabinet, and generous
donors to the campaign attended the
ceremony. JF&CS will renovate and expand
its facility to improve services for all clients,
as well as accommodate a growing waitlist
See JF&CS, page 18

The Walter and Frances Bunzl Family Foundation honored JF&CS with a
transformative gift that will name the agency’s new Clinical Services Area.
Representing the foundation are Frances Bunzl (fourth from left), Rosemary
Hamburger, Suzy Wilner, and Tricia Bunzl. They are flanked on the left by
Capital Campaign lay leaders Ann Kay, John Perlman, and Cherie Aviv and
on their right by campaign lay leaders Michael Kay and Lois Blonder, JF&CS
CEO Rick Aranson, and recently retired CEO and Strategic Advisor Gary
Miller. (photos courtesy of Eric Bern)

Community leaders joined JF&CS for groundbreaking ceremonies: (from
left) Dunwoody Mayor Denis Shortal, Sandy Springs Mayor Rusty Paul,
JF&CS CEO Rick Aranson, Campaign Co-Chairs Cherie Aviv, DeKalb
County Commissioner Nancy Jester, Campaign Co-Chair John Perlman, and
Dunwoody Perimeter Chamber of Commerce President and CEO Stephanie
Snodgrass
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From page 17

for specialized services. The nonsectarian
nonprofit just completed an 18-month
capital campaign to raise money for the
project. The initial goal was $5.1 million,
but it ended up totaling $6.6 million,
thanks in part to a transformative gift
from the Walter and Frances Bunzl Family
Foundation, which will name the new
clinical services wing.
MAOS CHITIM. Maos Chitim (“wheat
money”) is an ancient custom in which
Jews provide funds to Jews in need for
the purchase of Passover food. JF&CS
supports a group of dedicated volunteers
who have taken on the responsibility
of Maos Chitim in Atlanta. JF&CS
coordinates the distribution of food and
financial assistance for these Jewish
families.
This year, to support the program,
and with the help of B’nai Torah, Gesher
L’Torah, and Etz Chaim, as well as
the JF&CS Families Inspired to Serve
(FITS) program, JF&CS put together and
delivered close to 300 bags of Passover
food for Jewish Atlantans in need. The
synagogues also collected food through
their schools to contribute to the effort.

JF&CS FITS volunteers pack bags of
Passover food for people in need in
the community

Etz Chaim seventh-graders and kindergarteners teamed up to collect, sort,
and bag food for JF&CS clients in need at Passover.

Smiles abound with the delivery of
Passover food, from left are Glenn
Victor, Hayden Victor, JF&CS client
Tatiana,
Lauren
Schneiderman,
Carmen Victor, and Josh Needle

Federation News
FED TALKS. Jewish Federation of Greater
Atlanta hosted Fed Talks, on Thursday, May
5, at the Buckhead Theatre. This year’s
Fed Talks honored Marty Kogon with the
Federation’s Lifetime of Achievement
Award, for his contributions to Atlanta’s
Jewish community and to Federation.

Marty Kogon

Marty Kogon is past chairman of
Jewish Federation of Greater Atlanta and
currently sits on the board of directors, is a
past chair of Jewish Federation of Greater
Atlanta’s Annual Campaign for Community
Needs, the original chair and a current board
member of the ALEF Fund, and the original
chair of the Israel Economic Development
Committee. He serves on many boards
within the Atlanta community and has
received numerous honors and awards for
his professional service and philanthropic
efforts.
Three exciting speakers were featured
in this year’s Fed Talks: David Yarus,
founder of Jewish online dating app
JSwipe and founder of mllnnl, a millennial
marketing agency; Randy Gold, founder
of JScreen, which advocates for affordable
Jewish genetic testing; and Susan Jackson,
executive director of Women’s Philanthropy,
UJA Federation, and operator of Focus on a
Jewish Tomorrow, a consulting firm whose
services shape Jewish engagement and
capacity building plans for the 21st century.
This year’s event chairs are Staci and Matt
Brill and Lisa Rinzler-Lubel.
This year’s speakers and the honoree
exemplify Federation’s mission of creating

SCREENAGERS. JF&CS, in collaboration
with the Marcus Jewish Community
Center of Atlanta, is hosting a screening of
Screenagers: Growing Up in the Digital Age,
a timely documentary about how to navigate
the digital world as a parent and a child. The
screening will take place on Sunday, May
22, 11:00-12:45 p.m. at the Marcus Jewish
Community Center. A panel discussion with
experts in the field will follow. Tickets are
$12 in advance (at YTFL.org/screenagers)
and $15 at the door.

a Jewish community and ensuring a Jewish
future by reaching out to Jews throughout
the lifecycle.
MARKET RESEARCH STUDY. During
the month of June, Jews in Atlanta will
have a once-in-a-decade opportunity to help
shape “Jewish Atlanta” via an online survey.
In a collaborative effort on behalf of Jewish
organizations in Atlanta, The Melior Group
of Philadelphia, PA, will be conducting a
market research study to find out what is
important to Atlanta Jews.
This information will be compiled
and used to provide actionable insights on
how Jewish offerings can better serve the
community’s needs. The study will analyze
trends in beliefs, practices, behaviors,
and characteristics across a broad range
of community members, so that different
Jewish agencies and synagogues can use
the learnings to make choices about what
programs to pursue, what new services to
implement, and how to invest resources in
the coming years. The Melior Group, which
has conducted similar studies throughout
the U.S., will probe such questions as: What
do you like to do? What services would you
like to see in your neighborhood? What do
you not have currently in your neighborhood
that would benefit you and your family?
The survey will be available to anybody
age 15 or older, living in metro Atlanta
who identifies as a Jew or lives in a Jewish
household. A major marketing campaign

will be done in order to reach those
affiliated and non-affiliated living in the
metro Atlanta area. The campaign’s tagline
is #IamJewishATL and it will be branded as
such throughout its marketing materials.
The last study that was convened in 2006
by Jewish Federation of Greater Atlanta was
a geographical study that assessed where
Jews lived in Atlanta, the demographic
shifts of the Jewish community, and how
many Jews lived in metropolitan Atlanta.
This study will build on that information and
provide valuable insights that can be used
by all of the Jewish organizations (schools,
synagogues, and large and small agencies)
to provide social services, education, and
other programming. This is your chance to
express what you think “Jewish Atlanta”
should look like, whatever that means to
you. Your opinions matter, so make your
voice heard at www.IamJewishATL.com,
starting in June.
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KATZ FAMILY

WE TAKE CARE OF EVERYTHING
7 Convenient Locations

920 Northside Dr. NW
(Across From GA Tech.)
Atlanta, GA
404-876-5879

2730 Town Center Dr. NW
(Across From Town Center Mall)
Kennesaw, GA
770-425-5300
1764 Cobb Parkway S
(North of Windy Hill Rd.)
Marietta, GA
770-952-0151

OIL CHANGE

$21 99

224 N. Main
(Corner of Mayfield)
Alpharetta, GA
678-689-2139

463 Glynn St. N
(Hudson Plaza)
Fayetteville, GA
770-461-7731
1105 Johnson Ferry Rd
(2 Miles South of Merchant Walk)
Marietta, GA
770-509-1838

• Up to 6 qts 5w20/30 Conventional Oil
• Tire Rotation
• In-Stock Oil Filter
• Courtesy Check w/ visual brake check

OR $20 OFF Any Service

Not valid with other oﬀers. Excludes tires Valid at above locations. Expires 6/30/2016

(jg-cap)

820 Holcomb Bridge Rd
(East of Alpharetta Hwy.)
Roswell, GA
770-998-2974

www.BenniesShoes.com

OFF ANY
PURCHASE

OVER $50!!!

Expires
EXPIRES04/01/16
07/03/16
Excludes Shoe Repair

Sperry • Sebago • Timberland
Merrell • J&M • Ecco • Florsheim
Clarks • Ugg • Cole-Haan • Bass
Allen Edmonds • New Balance
Cole-Haan • Allen Edmonds
Sizes 6-16 A-EEEE

404.262.1966 • 2625 Piedmont Rd. • Buckhead
Mon-Sat 8-6 Sun 12-5
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Game
of Bones

#
Are you Jewish ATL?
Now’s your chance to shape your future!
What is #IamJewishATL?
#IamJewishATL is a collaborative market research effort on behalf of
Jewish organizations within Metro Atlanta - including synagogues, schools
and agencies large and small - to understand what YOU are seeking
Jewishly in Atlanta. Your feedback will generate offerings that better
serve your needs and wants.

Why should I participate?
This is your chance to express what you think “Jewish Atlanta” should look like,
whatever that means to you. Your opinions matter, so make your voice heard!
For your time, you’ll be entered for a chance to win a $500 Visa gift card grand
prize or one of two $250 Visa gift cards.*

Who should participate?
If you are Jewish or live in a Jewish household, age 15 or older and living
anywhere in metro Atlanta, we want to hear from you! Encourage all generations
of your family to take the survey too.

Sterling silver bracelets
featuring 10,000 year-old
fossilized mammoth tusk and dinosaur bone.
Fine jewelry, watches and art...

How do I participate?
It’s simple. Just go to www.IamJewishATL.com and take the online survey NOW.
Or, text JEWISHATL to 41411 to have the survey sent to your phone.
*See www.IamJewishATL.com for sweepstakes details.

Amsterdam Walk + 500 L-3 Amsterdam Ave + Midtown + 404/892-8294
Decatur Square + 117 East Court Square + Decatur + 404/370-3979
www.worthmorejewelers.com
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Taking good care of Atlanta’s Holocaust survivors Jewish Federation of

Greater Atlanta names
Eric Robbins as CEO

By Cherie Aviv

When I learned about the number of
Holocaust survivors who are aging under the
duress of insufficient finances, homecare, and
medical attention, I knew something needed to
be done. I thought these people went through
more than enough trauma in their lives. In their
remaining years, they should live comfortably
and with dignity.
As a lay leader who sits on many
boards, I met with the professionals at Jewish
Federation of Greater Atlanta, Jewish Family
& Career Services (JF&CS), The Breman
Museum, and Jewish Home Life Communities
(JHLC). I learned that while service providers,
including JF&CS and JHLC, are working to
meet the needs of these survivors, they cannot
do it alone.
In Atlanta, 212 survivors have been
identified. Of those, about 130 receive
social programming, reparation assistance,
case management, or financial assistance
through JF&CS each year. Of that group,
See SURVIVORS, page 25

Jewish Federation of Greater Atlanta
proudly announced that Eric Robbins will
be the next president and chief executive
officer of the organization beginning in
August 2016. “We are extremely grateful
and excited to have Eric Robbins as our
new president and CEO,” said Chairman
of the Board Howard Feinsand. “Eric’s
consistent record of success pays tribute
to his leadership, his collaborative skills,
and his visionary spirit. He will invigorate
our professionals, donors, volunteers, and
beneficiaries, and dedicate his talents and
efforts to the betterment of the Atlanta
Jewish community.”
Program Manager of Holocaust Survivor Services Amy Neuman, Jewish Family
and Career Services CEO Rick Aranson, and Holocaust Survivor Support Fund
Chair Cherie Aviv

Celebrating confirmations and Shavuot
By David Geffen

Please journey with me to June 20,
1948, at the Central Park Mall, in New York.
A month after Israel had become a state, the
Bureau of Jewish Education (BJE) of the
city decided to hold a bikkurim (first fruits)
festival, starring thousands of school-age
children from the New York metropolitan
area. There were baskets and more baskets of
fresh fruits and vegetables, which were used
in the many pageants that day.
“Was I there,” you may rightly ask.
Since I was only nine years old and lived in
Atlanta, that would have been impossible.
However, in my random reading of old
newspapers, I found very large pictures in
Dvar HaShavua, an Israeli weekly Hebrew
newspaper for children from 1948. When I
realized it was all happening at Central Park
Mall, I felt compelled to get the story. What
follows is what I learned.
----See CONFIRMATIONS, page 23

Eric Robbins

Confirmation, Temple Israel, Columbus, Georgia, 1921: (standing, from left)
Alice Levy, Miriam Kaufman, Marjorie Myers, and Sara Evelyn Strauss; and
(seated) Bessie Arnewitch, Inez Rothschild (Broda), Evelyn Solomon, and
Sadie Haskell. (Courtesy of Donald Broda, Sr., Family Papers and the Cuba
Family Archives for Southern Jewish History at The Breman Museum)

Eric currently serves as the chief
executive officer of Camp Twin Lakes,
which grew under his leadership from one
site to a network of camps and hospitalbased programs that offer year-round
programming. He has prior experience
as associate executive director of Jewish
Community Center MetroWest in West
Orange, New Jersey, and previous positions,
including assistant director of Camp Barney
See ROBBINS, page 24
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Beauty, fertility,
prosperity, spirituality,
eternity:
The Lotus Necklace.
White or yellow gold
with diamonds.
14" to 16" adjustable chain.
Available in .27 or
.40 carat total weight.
Fine jewelry, watches and art...
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Confirmations
From page 21

Working together with the education
department of the Jewish National Fund, Dr.
Samuel Citron, director of programming of
the BJE of New York and a noted author of
Jewish drama epics, planned out the entire
event, which was documented in publications
that included The New York Times.
In material I located from the Jewish
Telegraph Agency, Citron explained that
“there was a desire on the part of American
Jewry to identify publicly with the struggles
of the new state of Israel. I suggested that the
best way to link our two communities was
through a natural bridge, the ‘bikkurim-first
fruits festival.’ The Jewish state was only a
few weeks old,” Citron continued, “so we
decided to hold the program at a well-known
New York site, the Central Park Mall. There,
young and old might express deep feelings,
with gusto, for the new-old homeland.”
More than 2,000 schoolchildren and
youth-group members were invited to be
the bearers of the first fruits. Leading Jewish
actors were asked to don the garb of the
kohanim (priests) and Levites of the ancient
Temple. The grand march by the children was
accompanied by the music of a small orchestra.
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Basket after basket of fruits and vegetables
were brought forward and placed as an offering
on the well-constructed and decorated platform
before the kohen gadol (high priest), portrayed
by Paul Muni, the other kohanim, and the
Levite associates.
Judge Morris Rothenberg, chairman of the
event and American president of JNF, proudly
read a letter from U.S. Secretary of Agriculture
Charles F. Branson. Those words from the
federal government stressed that “the harvest
this year will be one of the most important
in world history.” Both symbolically and
realistically, the point was made.
“We are here to rededicate ourselves,”
Judge Rothenberg asserted proudly, “to the
higher ideals the festival of Shavuot-Bikkurim
stands for. With great vigor, which all
Americans can see, we register our solidarity
and support for our fellow Jews, those brave
freedom fighters in Israel.”
The crowd went wild. The Central Park
Mall resounded with the cheers of the 20,000
people in attendance, according to The New
York Times. That reenactment of the bikkurim
festival, publicly in the center of the city, a
city that was the center of the United States
of America, elevated the spirit of American
Jewry. How very tightly the bonds linking Jews
on both sides of the world were tied that day, in
June 1948.
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As early as May 14, 1772, Michael Gratz,
of Philadelphia, as documented in Colonial
American Jewry, wrote to his Christian
partner in Western Pennsylvania as follows:
“Please be advised that I cannot see you on
the date you suggested because it is the Jewish
feast commemorating the Giving of the Ten
Commandments (Shavuot).”
The Festival of the first fruits, Festival
of Weeks, has been celebrated widely in the
U.S. since the colonial period. As Southerners,

we turn to our community newspapers to see
what they had to say. Not long after the Civil
War, May 27, 1868, the Savannah Daily News
reported, under the headline “The Feast of
Weeks”: “Today the Israelites throughout
the world celebrate the Feast of Weeks, the
anniversary of the revelation on Mount Sinai,
the great event of the giving of the first written
law…still the foundation of all laws and the
base of all constitutions.” What praise for the
See CONFIRMATIONS, page 25

Confirmation, Temple B’nai Israel, Albany, Georgia, 1902: (seated, from left)
Lottie Neuman, Rabbi Edmund Landau, and Gertrude Farcas; and (back)
Charlie Robinson, Marcus Cohen, Frank Solomon, Hertha Karper (?), Rosa
Lonsberg, Mamie Polansky (possibly Plonsky), Carrie Stern, Philip Asher,
and Aaron Mayer. (Courtesy of Frank Solomon Family Papers and the Cuba
Family Archives for Southern Jewish History at The Breman Museum)

Confirmation, The Temple, Atlanta, Georgia, 1924 (Courtesy of the Cuba
Family Archives for Southern Jewish History at The Breman Museum)

Confirmation, Ahavath Achim, Atlanta, Georgia, 1955: Students flanked by
Rabbi Harry H. Epstein, Rabbi Ralph DeKoven, David Alterman, and Leon
Steinberg. (Courtesy of Gus Berman Family Papers and the Cuba Family
Archives for Southern Jewish History at The Breman Museum)

Confirmation, The Temple, Atlanta, Georgia, 1929 (Courtesy of the Cuba
Family Archives for Southern Jewish History at The Breman Museum)
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Marty Kogon answers “tough” questions from his grandchildren
Recently, Marty Kogon, recipient of
Federation’s Lifetime of Achievement
Award,
was
interviewed
by
his
grandchildren. Questions were posed by
Eve, Leah May, Marion, Gerald, and Morris;
Freyda was too young to ask.
Marion: How long have you lived in
Atlanta?
I have lived in Atlanta since 1958, when I
started Georgia Tech. I graduated in 1962
from Tech, went to Wharton, and then
served in the Army in 1965. I moved to
Atlanta permanently in 1970.
Eve: What makes you want to give back to
the community?
I enjoy it and find pleasure in it; I see the
good it does, and it makes me feel good. I
learned by watching Gerald Cohen, your
“Great Pa,” saw the joy he got from it and
what value he created for the community,
and I was inspired by him to give back. I do
it today because I want the Jewish Atlanta of
tomorrow, the one that you guys will grow
up in, to be as good as it possibly can, for
you and my great grandchildren.
Leah May: Why do you think Federation
is a worthy cause? Why did you decide to
become a leader at Federation?
In a city as diverse as Atlanta, with a
Jewish community as big as it is in Atlanta
and in a country and world that is as large
and complex as it is today, we need an
organization that can take care of the whole
community. We have organizations that do
great work for the elderly, the homeless, the
needy, and the children, and Federation is
looking at everything.
Marion: How have you taught your family
to also give back to the community?

Robbins

From page 21

Medintz here in Atlanta. Eric brings many
desirable skills and strengths that will help
Federation continue to grow and prosper,
including experience in non-profits,
fundraising, strategic planning, Jewish
programming in arts, family initiatives,
education,
camping,
cross-agency
collaboration, and leadership development.
“I want to thank the leaders who have
the confidence in me to lead this organization
at such a critical time,” said Robbins. “I
can’t do this alone, nor do I want to do it
alone. I want to have engagement from all
levels of the community and people who
may not have been involved or who have
been involved and have left. This is going

I don’t think you teach it as much as
demonstrate it. I talk to my children about the
community, so they can see and understand.
I have let them hear, see, and experience
what I am doing, by talking to them about
why and the higher purpose. Over time,
I hope, as a parent, that their children will
also see it as something cool and neat and
that they see the value in giving back.
Gerald: How do you teach your children
and grandchildren their Jewish values?
I teach by doing and by discussing the
importance of our Jewish values, like we
said earlier, just like Passover. “As we have
answered before and I will explain later.” I
also do it by making sure our kids are doing
things like going to day school (Epstein)
and showing what the Jews have to offer
to the world. Gerald, I think that what the
Jews have to offer the world is a pretty good
model of how to make the world a better
place.
Morris: What kinds of Jewish things do you
do together as a family now?
Shabbat is what we do every Friday night.
We all come together as a family every
week to be Jewish, and share about our
weeks. The holidays like Passover at Nana
J’s and my house, Cohen Hanukkah Night,
Aunt Harriett’s for Rosh Hashanah, Break
the fast at GGs’ old place, Sukkot at Uncle
Mark’s, and things like AIPAC. We do
things together as a connected family, as
an extended family, and as a community
family.
Eve: What does your company do?
Pull A Part is a premium discount auto
parts company that provides parts at a deep
discount to consumers, while making sure

to be a very different place, this going to
be a very engaging place, and this place is
going to make a difference in our city and in
our community for generations to come.”
Eric is described by all who know
him as an innovative leader and a gifted
builder of relationships. Among a long list
of accolades and honors, Eric was named
one of Atlanta Business Chronicle’s 50
most influential nonprofit leaders in Atlanta
in both 2014 and 2015. He was selected
for participation in the Wexner Heritage
Program, Leadership Atlanta, American
Jewish Committee Berman Leadership
Program, and ADL Glass Leadership
Institute. Eric also attended Columbia
University Business School Institute of
Not-for-Profit
Management,
Harvard
Performance Measurement for Effective
Management of Nonprofit Organizations,
Emory University Executive Leadership

Marty Kogon and his grandchildren
we are environmentally sound, to protect
the air, the water, and the ground. We help
people who can’t afford new car parts be
able to buy them and keep their jobs so
they can feed their families. We protect the
planet for the future generations, by making
sure that we don’t waste resources. We also
provide good jobs to hard-working people
across the country, so they can make a better
life for themselves and their loved ones.
Leah May: What other family members are
involved in Federation and community?
Everyone in the family is involved. Nana J
(Judy) was the first Federation Marketing
chair; your Uncle Mark was president of the
AA Synagogue and president of The Weber
School. Your father and uncle have been
on the Federation Board and are involved
in AIPAC and at The Epstein School. Your
mother volunteers at your schools and
Federation, and your aunt helps Georgia
Hear and is involved with AIPAC and the
Epstein School. Both your dad and your
Program for Nonprofit Organizations,
and Harvard Business School Strategic
Perspectives in Nonprofit Management.
Over the past decade, Eric has been
a significant leader in the Atlanta Jewish
Community, serving as co-founder and past
president of Limmud Atlanta+Southeast,
a board member of Jewish Family and
Career Services, The Weber School, and
Federation. He also serves on the Board of
Trustees for Harvard Business School Club
of Atlanta and The Children’s School. He is
a member of the Federation task force on
Jewish camping, the Atlanta Speech School
Advisory Board, and The Forward, as well
as having served on the Marcus Jewish
Community Center of Atlanta’s Strategic
Planning Committee.
“I offer my thanks to my fellow search
committee members, each of whom have
invested significant time carefully vetting a

Uncle Ross have received Federation’s
Young Leadership Award—as did your
Nana J and I, when we were considered
young leaders, a long, long time ago (at
least for me). Your great grandparents
Gerald and Helen Cohen and Morris and
Eve Kogon taught me and your Nana J and
their grandchildren that being involved in
the community in which you live is like
partnering with Hashem. They raised us to
care about our family, our community, and
people in need around the world. I hope you
and your sister and your cousins grow up the
same way.
Marion: Anything else you like to share?
I am honored and humbled by this Lifetime
of Achievement award from Jewish
Federation of Greater Atlanta. My wish
is that each of you grow up to be a nice
person—a mensch—the kind of person who
is kind, considerate, and giving to others. I
get a sense of pleasure sitting here with all
of you, and I love you all very, very much.
broad and attractive universe of candidates,”
said Gerry Benjamin, search committee
chair. “Eric distinguished himself early in
the search process as a uniquely attractive
candidate and I am gratified with the results
of our Committee’s search process.”
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Confirmations
From page 23

Ten Commandments the six hundred Jewish
residents of Savannah felt that day.
The article continued with a chronology.
“The event transpired in the third month after
the Israelite departure from Egypt about 1509
B.C. and still so ‘fresh’ in Israelite memory
that it annually assembles the people in
their houses of worship to render praise and
adoration to Him who gave the Law.” Our
sister and brother Jews on the Atlantic coast of
Georgia had such pride back then.
For some unknown reason, the Savannah
paper decided to amplify the story with a
lengthy quote from The Nashville Banner.
“Not only in its synagogue but also in the
bosom of each Jewish family, that beautiful
feast brings men gladness and joy.” The
Tennessee paper added, “it is the feast of
spring, of flowers, the time of roses, when
every heart is inclined to joy and pleasure.”
Then a spiritual emphasis with Hebrew words
transliterated “the day when Israel exclaimed
at the foot of Sinai, ‘Naaseh veNishma,’ ‘we
will do it and we will hear it.’”
Personally, I wish that I had the name
of that writer in 1868, because he or she
truly perceived what our responsibilities
were. “For 33 centuries they have adhered
to this promise.” Yes, adumbrated that May
day was how Jews continued to serve as a
model for all peoples on earth, because of
the Jews’ commitment to the most important
teachings—the Decalogue—ever espoused.

Survivors
From page 21

approximately 80 get financial assistance. And
of these, 38 percent have income at the federal
poverty level.
As a result of those initial meetings, The
Holocaust Survivor Support Fund (HSSF)
was created, through an initiative with Jewish
Federation of Greater Atlanta, in partnership
with JF&CS, JHLC, The Breman Museum, The
Marcus Jewish Community Center of Atlanta,
Eternal-Life Hemshech, and 14 community
volunteers.
“Our mission is taking care of older adults
in our community,” said Harley Tabak, CEO of
JHLC. “Holocaust survivors are a very special
group, and we take great care to be sensitive
to their early life traumas to meet their needs.
We were relieved to learn through the HSSF
initiative that our community was stepping up
to address this need.”
The HSSF Advisory Committee, which
I chair, includes partner representatives and
community members Aaron Berger, Eddie
Birnbrey, Judy B. Cohen, Eve Goldstein, Karen
Lansky Edlin, Lynn Epstein, Diane Heller, Judy
Kogon, Bryan Kujawski, Debbie Levinson,
Cheri Levitan, Susan Moray, Amy Neuman,
Amy Rosen, Amy Robinson, Sue Saban, Carol
Sherwinter, Johanna Skid, Harley Tabak, Dawn
Tresh, Ronit Walker, and Deborah Zisholtz.
“The HSSF is a necessary commitment of
our community that calls upon each of us to help

“Mankind has no other systems of doctrine to
show and no other people to point to—which
have thus outlived all revolutions of history;
all changes of the globe and all the successions
of empires, religions, and philosophies.” A
truly incredible statement made by a fellow
Southerner.
----For most of us, Shavuot, the Feast of
Weeks, is linked to confirmation. We are
fortunate that The Breman Archives has
preserved pictures of confirmation classes
in Albany, Savannah, Atlanta, Macon, and
Rome. The accompanying selection will help
us see changing fashions, and a few texts will
highlight what confirmation was meant to
be. Confirmation in the U.S. was initiated in
Reform temples, in San Francisco and New
York, more than 160 years ago.
In the 1950s, approximately 750
confirmations were held annually on or around
Shavuot in Orthodox, Conservative, and
Reform synagogues. That number has dropped
dramatically, because of two significant
factors—bat mitzvah for girls and Jewish high
school education. Some may also argue that the
frills of confirmation are no longer needed to
dramatize a teenage commitment to Judaism,
after the big events celebrated at 12 and 13
years of age.
----The Atlanta Georgian is a fine source
for information about the Atlanta Jewish
community in the first two decades of 20th
the aging Atlanta Holocaust survivors live with
respect, dignity, and comfort that they sacrificed
for so many of us today,” said Johanna Skid,
HSSF Advisory Committee member. “Whether
directly or indirectly related to a survivor, it is
our responsibility to ensure their lives will be
remembered with honor.”
More services are needed now than ever
before, as survivors are aging and their needs
are expanding. They may not have needed
services before, but as they age, their needs have
changed and are more expensive. Added to that,
many survivors are moving to Atlanta to be near
their adult children.
The estimated shortfall to meet their needs
each year is projected at $500,000, or $2.5
million over the next five years. The money
raised will be put into a spend-down fund. As
pledges are paid, dollars will be distributed to
agencies, through a formal process.
The HSSF initiative has resonated with
members of the Jewish community. It has raised
more than $1,064,000 from more than 140
donors, including 11 foundations as of April
2016. HSSF has distributed nearly $50,000 to
cover assisted living support, prescription drug
support, medical bills, home-delivered meals,
and emergency assistance, based on requests
received through February 2016. Contributing
to this success has been the collaboration among
the partner agencies in coordinating services
and meeting social needs.
“Our community has really stepped up in
support of this effort,” said Howard Feinsand,
JFGA board chair. “It was clear that we needed

Page 25

century. Since that daily newspaper, until the
end of 1911, is online via the free Georgia
Historic Newspapers site, its pages provide a
well-rounded picture of what was transpiring
in Atlanta. A major advertiser, the Eiseman
Brothers, the “Old Reliable Manufacturing
Clothiers” established 1865, cared for its
customers at Whitehall 11-13-15-17, “from
head to foot.”
Next to an Eiseman ad, on May 20,
1907, we find the story of the confirmation
at The Temple, the day before, Sunday,
May 19. The headline reads, in large letters,
“Feast of Weeks Observed by Ceremony of
Temple Confirmation Class.” The writer was
impressed by what he saw. “Practically every
pew in the handsome Jewish Temple on South
Pryor Street was filled Sunday when six young
ladies and two young men were formally and
with impressive ceremony confirmed into the
Jewish faith. The entire Jewish congregation
of the city was in attendance, as well as many
friends of the young confirmants [sic)] who are
not members.”
The question we can ask, almost 110 years
after that confirmation, is whether the “friends”
referred to were youngsters from the Ahavath
Achim or Christian youth. I would think that
these individuals in attendance were Jews
and Christians. The Temple was the major
institution in the Jewish community, because
the members were among the financial leaders
of Atlanta, movers and shakers.
Confirmation was defined as “the most
important event in the religious life of the
Jew.” How so? “It is the stepping stone from
childhood into adulthood, the day on which the
cloak of responsibility for him [or her] falls

from the shoulders of parents or guardians to
his own. And it is the declaration of faith.”
The writer had an advanced scientific view
of how the Ten Commandments, traditionally
identified as being given on Shavuot, were
transmitted to Moses and the Jewish people
at Mt. Sinai. “Ten Commandments flashed
to Moses on Mt. Sinai. That day (Shavuot)
when light of right and wrong the Ten
Commandments were flashed by the Lord
through the minds of Moses and the fathers.”
The assumption is that “fathers” was used
to identify the Jewish people at that momentous
spiritual moment.
Rabbi David Marx was master of
ceremonies for the confirmation. The girls
wore white and were carrying bouquets. The
young men mostly dressed in black. The eight
confirmands marched down the center aisle.
Gussie Cronheim and Gussie Abraham
presented the floral offering. Two others,
Roslyn Abraham and Harry Schlesinger, led
the service from the “Jewish prayer book.”
Clara Hyman, Walter Sonn, and Clara Hoffman
conducted the Torah service. Milton Cronheim
gave the closing prayer. The charge to these
confirmands by Rabbi Marx was “fired with
feeling.”
I do not want to forget my fellow
confirmands. On a May 1952 Sunday night,
at Shearith Israel, on Washington Street, our
families and friends celebrated with us. May
those living and those who have passed on
be blessed: Rebecca Arnoff, Perry Alterman
(z’l), Teddy Britton, Harvey Charvin, Gerald
Cherkas, Harriet Enenstein, Walter Gordon,
Leon Kingston, Jo Ann Idov, Murray Solomon,
Stanley Taylor, and Freddy White.

to do something to address these unmet needs,
and I’m glad we could serve as convener for the
local Jewish agencies in our community.”
Jewish Federation of North America
launched The Center for Advancing Holocaust
Survivor Care (The Center), and is responsible
for distribution of federal funds. JF&CS was one
of 23 Jewish service organizations nationwide
to receive funding from this program, following
a request-for-proposal process. JF&CS, with
matching funds from HSSF, was awarded
$176,000 from The Center, spread over two
years, to aid aging Holocaust survivors. The
Center will provide $99,000, of which 60%
or $60,000 is from federal funds; the HSSF
initiative will provide $66,000 and JF&CS will

fund $11,000.
When people hear about this initiative,
they are surprised that we have survivors
in need, and they feel compelled to act. I am
extremely pleased by the outpouring of support
for this important cause.
If you would like to learn more about the
Holocaust Survivor Support Fund, be part of this
community effort, or make a contribution, contact
Susan Moray, at 404-870-7690 or smoray@
jewishtatlanta.org, or visit JewishAtlanta.org/
holocaustsurvivorsupportfund.
Cherie Aviv is chair of the Holocaust Survivor
Support Fund.

Atlanta’s Holocaust survivors: fast facts
Demographics
• There are 212 Holocaust survivors in our
community.
• The average age of survivors is 84.
• 71% are women and 29% are men.
Services to support survivors
• Case management, and financial and
emergency assistance
• Support groups, connections, and social
programs

• Medical and dental care and assistive
devices needs
• Home-delivered meals, transportation, and
reparation assistance
• Residential living
• Home care
• Hospice
Survivors live either in their own homes,
with their adult children, in independent or
assisted living communities, or in nursing
homes.
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MISH MASH
By Erin O’Shinskey
WOMEN OF COURAGE. The AJC
Women’s Leadership Board recently
honored Samia Sleman, Deborah Lipstadt,
and Lauren Bush Lauren. Sleman, a
15-year-old Yazidi refugee, received
AJC’s Voice of Conscience Award in
recognition of her outspoken advocacy for
international recognition of the genocide
ISIS is perpetrating against Iraq’s Yazidi
minority. Lauren received the Women’s
Leadership Award for creating FEED, a
socially responsible business whose mission
is making products to help feed the world.
Lipstadt, the Dorot Professor of Modern
Jewish and Holocaust Studies at Emory
University and a top expert on Holocaust
denial and modern anti-Semitism, received
the Jewish Leadership Award.

Deborah Lipstadt (photo: Ellen Dubin
Photography)
LUMINARY. Dr. Nanette K. Wenger,
professor of medicine in the Division of
Cardiology, Emory University School
of Medicine, was honored at the annual
Scientific Sessions of The Society
for Cardiovascular Angiography and

Intervention, in May.
Dr. Wenger was
cited as one of the
Women Luminaries
in
Cardiology.
She was noted by
Program Chair Dr.
Roxana
Mehran
for her dedication
to
advancing
cardiovascular
health
Dr. Nanette K.
and
the
importance
Wenger
that gender plays
in
medical
and
revascularization therapies.
NEW CO-DIRECTORS AT WELC. The
Temple’s Weinberg Early Learning Center
(WELC) has selected Annetta Kornblum
and Mindy Pincus as co-directors, to
lead WELC into a new era of growth and
innovation. Combined, they have 60 years
experience in secular, public, private,
Jewish, and preschool education. Annetta,
from Jacksonville, Florida, has served as
WELC’s interim director. Mindy served as
a director of a Jewish day school in Miami,
and has a PhD in Counseling Psychology.
They will work together this summer during
WELC’s summer camp program before
the start of the 2016-17 academic year. For
more information about the Weinberg Early
Learning Center visit the-temple.org/learn
or call 404-872-8668.
HOLOCAUST
DAYS
OF
REMEMBRANCE. On April 19, Governor
Nathan Deal signed a proclamation declaring
May 1 through May 8, 2016, as “Holocaust
Days of Remembrance” in Georgia. By
Law, the Georgia Commission on the
Holocaust is charged with holding an annual
remembrance observance for the victims of

Thought you’d like to know
By Jonathan Barach
TEEN SUMMER STOCK. MJCCA Arts
and Culture announces open auditions for
teens 13-17, for its 7th annual Teen Summer
Stock production, Urinetown: the Musical,
on May 22, 1:00-6:00 p.m., at MJCCA’s
Kuniansky Family Center. Dress ready to
move and prepare 16 bars of a song in the
style of the show and a one-minute comedic
monologue. Dance call begins promptly
at 1:00 p.m., individual auditions and cold
readings from the script to follow. Prepare to
stay all afternoon. Bring a current headshot
and resume. Rehearsals start June 6. The
show runs July 14-24. For more information
contact Stephanie Friedman at 678-8124073 or e-mail auditions@atlantajcc.org.
An audition appointment is required.

IN THE CITY CAMP. In the City Camp
offers sports, swimming, arts and crafts,
science, martial arts, drama, field trips,
dance, cooking, music, and Israeli culture.
Kid Campers (ages 5-10) choose their
daily activities and have weekly field trips.
Tween Campers (ages 11-14) have weekly
overnight field trips, featuring climbing,
paddling, and hiking. Weekly camps run
June 6-July 22, at Druid Hills High School,
and July 5-July 29, at Brandon Hall School in
Dunwoody/Sandy Springs. For information
(including before care, after care, and
bus transportation) and registration, visit
inthecitycamp.com, or call 404-698-1134.
ANNUAL FRAN EIZENSTAT AND
EIZENSTAT FAMILY LECTURE. The
Eizenstat Lecture series has featured
well-known, distinguished world figures

Michael Morris, from left, Lisa Olens, Chuck Berk, Jill Linder, Gary Alexander,
Dr. Claire D’Agostino (chair), Liz Price, Governor Nathan Deal, Executive
Director Sally N. Levine, Mark Scheinfeld, Rabbi Philip Kranz, Robert
Wittenstein, and Robbie Friedmann
the Holocaust. The United States Congress
established the Days of Remembrance as
our nation’s annual commemoration of the
Holocaust and created the United States
Holocaust Memorial Museum (USHMM) as
a permanent living memorial to the victims.
DISTINGUISHED EDUCATOR. Brendan
Murphy of Marist School in Atlanta has
been named the Georgia Commission on the
Holocaust’s Distinguished Educator of 2016.
The Distinguished Educator of the Year
award is presented to a full-time Georgia
educator of grades 5 through12. Murphy
demonstrates excellence and creativity in
the development and presentation of lessons
or activities which focus on the Holocaust,
human rights, civil rights, or character
development, and in doing so, motivates
students to become active members of their
communities, locally, statewide, nationally,
addressing current and thought-provoking
national and international issues. Past
lectures have featured former presidents,
ambassadors, U. S. Supreme Court justices,
and Pulitzer and Nobel Peace Prize
winners. This year’s featured speaker is
Michael R. Bloomberg, former mayor of
New York City. The lecture, which is free
and open to the public, takes place at the
Ahavath Achim Synagogue, 600 Peachtree
Battle Avenue, July 19, 7:30 p.m. For more
information, contact Stephanie Stone at
sstone@aasynagogue.org or call 404-6035745.
SUPPORT FOR CARETAKERS. The Well
Spouse Association is now meeting the
second Thursday of every month, 7:00-8:30
p.m., at Newk’s, 1181 Hammond Drive,
across from Perimeter Mall. The Well Spouse
Association (wellspouse.org) provides peer
support to those caring for chronically ill or
disabled spouses or partners. It offers faceto-face and telephone support groups, an
online forum, a bimonthly member-written

and internationally. Murphy is a history
teacher at Marist School in Atlanta, where
he has been teaching since 1994. This is the
second time he has been recognized by the
Georgia Commission on the Holocaust for
his commitment to Holocaust Education.

Brendan Murphy

newsletter, mentors, respite weekends, and
more. For information on the local group,
call 404-579-6782 or e-mail atlantawsa@
gmail.com. Meetings are free and open to
the public.
LIMMUDFEST.
The
8th
annual
LimmudFest is September 2-5. This Labor
Day weekend, hundreds of Southern Jews
of all backgrounds, lifestyles, beliefs, and
ages will gather at Camp Ramah Darom for
a weekend of Jewish learning, community,
and celebration. Participants can choose
from a full schedule of learning sessions,
live music performances, hiking, films,
diverse prayer options, panel discussions,
and time to just hang out. Bring the family
and explore Jewish ideas and traditions.
There is Camp Ramah@Limmud for
children ages 5-12 and GanLimmud for
ages four and under. Registration includes
all meals (kosher) and accommodations.
For more information or to register, visit
Limmudse.org.
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One mother’s journey from loss to legacy
By Janis Zagoria

On the last Sunday in April, my late
child was the inspiration behind an annual
fundraiser for the 22nd year. More than
2,300 people, old and young, sick and
healthy, individually and with their families,
gathered for the same purpose. Friends and
strangers came together at the Concourse
Office Park, in Atlanta, for Lauren’s Run
and the CURE Childhood Cancer Annual
Picnic, to do their part toward finding a cure
for pediatric cancer. Here’s how it all began.
Twenty-five years ago, my 21-month
old daughter Lauren was a perfectly
normal child. Her eyes were the deepest
blue imaginable, brimming with curiosity
and intellect; they were the focal point of
a little girl’s beautiful face. Total strangers
would stop us to marvel at her beauty and
ask whether her hair was natural. She was a
child who was easy to adore. I realize now,
so many years later, that her beauty was
fragile; her eyes were those of an old soul.
The year was 1991 when a new
vocabulary was introduced into our world—a
litany of words full of dread, horror, and
very little hope. Lauren was diagnosed
with neuroblastoma, a particularly difficult
pediatric cancer that only had a 10%
survival rate. Literally overnight, Lauren’s
world changed from dolls and birthday
parties and the security of her home to
medical teams and punishing treatments
and the insecurity of hospitals. Doctors,
residents, interns, and nurses were scanning,
invading, and almost always delivering one
more bit of bad news, chipping away one
more piece of our collective soul. And the
loathsome chemotherapy—how it changed
her. It robbed her strength, stole her hair,
deformed her body and deadened her deep,
blue eyes. From bone marrow biopsies
without anesthesia to twice-a-day radiation
treatments, she bore it all with a courage,
bravery, and dignity well beyond her years.
She never complained; she never quit;
she never stopped loving or trusting those
who cared for her. After 14 long months of
struggling, the disease was just too big for
one little girl.
At that time in our lives, I had my son
Daniel, but he, too, was only a toddler when
Lauren was ill, and his memories of her are
faint. One year after the loss of Lauren, my
second daughter Haley was born and never
knew her at all. This has left a hole in all
of our hearts. And, while we expect it will
be there forever, Lauren’s Run has helped
make it smaller. It started in memory of my
daughter; years later, another Atlanta child,
named Lauren Kochman, who also lost her
young life to childhood cancer, was added
to be memorialized by this same event.
Together, with her mother, Heather McGee,
our two families have continued Lauren’s
Run enthusiastically. Lauren’s Run is
organized and coordinated by the Georgia
nonprofit, CURE Childhood Cancer, which
added the CURE Annual Picnic on the same
day. All money raised through Lauren’s

Run, which has now surpassed $3.5 million
since it began, supports CURE Childhood
Cancer, which is dedicated to conquering
childhood cancer through funding targeted
research and through supporting patients
and their families.
In the more than two decades since
Lauren was diagnosed and died, there
are still 16,000 children newly diagnosed
with pediatric cancer each year and
40,000 children receiving treatment. More
than 2,500 children in Georgia alone are
undergoing cancer treatment each year. Yet
the treatments and new drug development
continue to be limited, with most protocols
being the same ones used in the 1970s. And,
the kids who are lucky enough to survive
are faced with a lifetime of healthcare issues
from side effects of their treatments. Clearly,
the goal that must be reached is to eradicate
this disease in our lifetime. But for now,
through CURE Childhood Cancer, Georgia
families have a wonderful organization by
their side. Every year, CURE funds $2.5
million in pediatric cancer research (last
year, CURE funded 19 projects across
six institutions) and provides families of
children with cancer ongoing crisis-oriented
support from the time of diagnosis through
the entire treatment process and survivorship
challenges or sadly, bereavement. CURE
supports families with emergency financial
assistance,
transportation
assistance,
professional counseling, meals in the
hospital, one-on-one support and guidance,
and much more. Committed and devoted,
CURE is led by a compassionate and
purposeful executive director, Kristin
Connor. It was under Kristin’s leadership
that the CURE Annual Picnic was added to
Lauren’s Run, turning this event from just
a charity run for individuals to a wonderful
day for families.
On that last Sunday in April, we
experienced excitement in the air, watching
all the people warm up to the beat of the DJ’s
music, muscles stretching, and registration
lines growing. There was so much energy,
and it meant so much to my family,
watching the CURE family of volunteers
run the award ceremonies and picnic game
activities, which included carnival booths
and prizes, walk-around princesses, super
heroes, a cake walk, sack race, inflatables
for the kids, face painting, and more. It was
a magnificently executed day, full of so
much meaning, with my beautiful daughter
Haley by one side and my sweet mother,
Doris, on the other, and Lauren’s memory
and glow circling us.
For me, this 22nd Lauren’s Run was
even more awe-inspiring, knowing so many
years later my tiny, precious child continues
to have such a powerful impact on the world
she left behind. Being there with my grown
daughter and mother, standing, running,
and playing with thousands of others in the
community, who never knew Lauren but
have embraced her loving legacy, meant so
much. Everyone who joined us on Sunday
understood how Lauren’s Run is an event

Janis Zagoria (center) with her
mother, Doris (left), and daughter
Haley
Heather McGee (left) and Janis
Zagoria, each holding photos of their
daughters, both named Lauren

Heather McGee (from left); Janis
Zagoria, holding a photo of her
daughter, Lauren; and Kristin
Connor, executive director of CURE
Childhood Cancer

that represents how my child’s short life is
helping so many other children have longer
lives. In the end, Lauren left us a legacy. It is
in her memory and her honor that we carry
her fight forward each year with Lauren’s
Run—committed to finding the cure for the
disease that took our beautiful child from us.
My overflowing heart will last me
through next year, when we begin it all
again. It is humbling to know that my
daughter’s legacy lives on in such a
beautiful meaningful way and that her few
short years with us on this earth have led to
an event that continues to grow and evolve
and touch so many people in so many ways.
And, having this day to watch all of these
wonderful children playing, laughing, and
racing for health—I realized something.
Many years from now, it could actually be
one of them who will lead us to a cure. Our
Lauren is smiling down on us all.
Janis Zagoria resides in Atlanta and is
still active with the CURE Childhood
Cancer Community. To learn more about
donations and upcoming events, visit www.
CUREChildhoodCancer.org
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as well as the wonderful spread prepared
by the members. Toby Parker, president of
Hadassah Southeastern Region, spoke about
Hadassah’s achievements and the special
connection Hadassah members have with one
another.

Hadassah News
PROMISING
TREATMENT.
JAMA
Neurology has released promising data on a
new ALS treatment, utilizing an innovative
stem cell therapy infusion treatment approach
that has significantly slowed the progression
of amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (also known
as Lou Gehrig’s disease). The treatment was
performed at Hadassah Medical Organization
and developed by the U.S./Israeli biotech
company BrainStorm Cell Therapeutics.
JAMA (Journal of American Medical
Association) Neurology published the
findings of the Phase 1/2 and Phase 2a ALS
Clinical Trials, conducted by Dr. Dimitrios
Karussis, M.D., Ph.D., senior neurologist,
Hadassah Medical Organization, in its
January 11, 2016, issue.

Helen Ehrlich’s brownies

Sharyn Lazarnick, Anita Otero, and
Judy Packler

Fran Redisch’s chocolate mousse
cake
Guests
sampled
mouth-watering
Passover kugels, salads, veggies, and
desserts.

BRUNCH WITH NEW FRIENDS. Metulla
Hadassah hosted a membership event on
March 13, at the home of Randi Mazer.
New and prospective members mingled with
board members and enjoyed new friendships,

Atlantan Dr. Rachel Schonberger,
Hadassah HMO chair; Dr. Dimitrios
Karussis, JAMA Neurology study
principal investigator; and Chaim
Lebovits, president & CEO, BrainStorm
Cell Therapeutics
TASTE AND TELL. On April 6, at
the Ketura Group of Hadassah Greater
Atlanta’s Taste and Tell, participants shared
not only delicious Passover dishes, but their
backstories, as well. Here are a few.
• Amy Jampol, Ketura president, would
have contributed a brownie recipe that was
published in The Southern Israelite years
ago, but she couldn’t find it. She originally
baked the brownies for a family Seder she
couldn’t attend because she was in the
hospital giving birth to her daughter. To her
surprise and delight, the entire family got
up from the Seder and came to the hospital
to visit that night. (Since the brownie
recipe has since been lost, Amy brought
wonderful mandel bread from a friend’s
recipe instead.)
• Helen Ehrlich brought brownies based
on a recipe contributed by her sister,
Adele, taken from the Rochester Hadassah
Cookbook. As Helen recounted, “For many
years in Atlanta, we got together for Seders
with four other families. One year, we were
going to be out of town for Passover, and
my friend who loves these brownies said
it was okay for my husband and me to not
attend Seder, but please send the brownies!”
• Much of Fran Redisch’s family lives in
Israel. She brought a chocolate mousse
cake from an Israeli cookbook. The recipe
was written entirely in Hebrew, so her
daughter and niece stayed up until 1:00
a.m., to translate for her.
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Amy Jampol’s mandel bread was a big
hit.

TOURING THE MIKVAH. On March 15,
the women of the Hadassah Metulla group
participated in a tour of the new MACoM,
the Metro Atlanta Community Mikvah. The
mikvah is a sacred and beautiful place and
is available to the entire Jewish community.
Rabbi Jessica Safrin spoke to the group about
the significance of the mikvah in both ancient
and modern Jewish life. She also served as
the tour guide for this meaningful special
event.
Nancy Zimmerman
(back, from left),
Barbara Shoulberg,
Judy Bracker, Rabbi
Jessica Safrin, Betsy
Fleisher, Nancy
Kessler, Sharyn
Lazarnik, Sharon
Jedel, and Anita
Otero; and (front)
Judy Feldstein,
Nancy Schwartz, Gail
Gordon, and Ruth
Berg

The not-so-good-old-days…

coal stove, until they dried.
I do recall the times when our Amah
(housekeeper) did the housework, and,
when we could afford it, our linens went out
to the laundry.
Now, fast forward to life in America,
like another planet, in small-town
Hawkinsville, Georgia, where my husband
Whilst using our washers and dryers and I purchased a General Electric washing
the other day, my thoughts wandered machine from our neighbor’s hardware
to laundry days a few years back. Well, store. The dryer, at that time, was our lovely
back yard, complete with clotheslines
actually about seven decades ago.
Those were the days of boiling pots of and those good old wooden clothespins.
hot water, using washboards, and cutting Incidentally, about 50 years after life in
chunks from long bars of cheap, smelly, Hawkinsville, the washers and dryers where
yellow homemade soap. Then, if you were I now live, in a senior retirement community
lucky, you’d have a sunny day and were on Peachtree, are also made by G.E. (My
thus able to dry those clothes on outdoor investment counselor, by the way, has my
or back-porch clotheslines, with those strict instructions to never, ever sell any
wooden clothespins to keep them from of my G.E. stock. How’s that for brand
flying away in the wind. On rainy or cold loyalty?)
I feel so blessed to be living in America.
days, we’d hang clothes around our big

BY Balfoura
“Bo” Levine

And I am grateful to those who invented
water pipes, spigots, and machinery,
resulting in automatic washers and dryers,
among other life-changing inventions,
thus making life bearable and easy in our
modern world—especially right here.
God bless America.
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At The Breman Museum: Top row left to right, • BEARING WITNESS: Remarkable Stories From The Holocaust featuring Hershel Greenblat (Ukraine).
Greenblat signing copies of his book. • Yom HaShoah Community-Wide Commemoration at Greenwood Cemetery. Second row, • Students from
Lafayette Theatre Academy, LaGrange, GA, performing I Never Saw Another Butterfly at the Breman. • Son of Etrog by 6th-grader Harrison Cohn. Artwork
created for the “Curating Your Family Story” program. • Historic Jewish Atlanta Tours at The Temple. Bottom row, • Molly Blank Jewish Concert Series
tribute to Benny Goodman, “King of Swing,” featuring Joe Gransden and His Big Band with special guest clarinetist Allan Vaché, and the audience.
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Kosher Affairs
BY Roberta
Scher
As summer approaches, it’s time to think
hot days, warm nights, and lighter meals.
When summer arrives in Atlanta, menus in
most homes emphasize cold salads, fresh
seasonal vegetables, and grilled poultry
and meats. Our Southern culinary roots
seem to emerge. We enjoy locally grown
or backyard vegetables and fruits—such as
yellow squash, zucchini, tomato, corn, fresh
cucumbers, berries, melons, and peaches—
and, of course, grilled chicken.
Need some cooking ideas? Some of
the most popular summer dishes in the
South and Atlanta, of course, are fried or
grilled okra, BBQ chicken, cucumber salad,
gazpacho, tomato corn salad with basil,
cornbread, deviled eggs, cold watermelonstrawberry soup, peach cobbler, blueberry
cobbler, Southern sweet tea, Aunt Fanny’s
yellow squash casserole, roasted zucchini
and tomatoes, corn pudding, fried chicken,
and homemade ice cream.
We have shared recipes for all of these

dishes in prior columns or in the recipe
section below. Contact us if you need a copy
and we’ll try to provide it. Or even better,
share your favorite Southern recipe with us!
----The new book Kosher USA by Roger
Horowitz (Columbia University Press)
will likely be of interest to many food- and
kosher-focused readers. The author is a
food historian and director of the Center for
the History of Business, Technology, and
Society, at the Hagley Museum and Library,
in Wilmington, Delaware. It is a reference
book, but a page-turner for me.
Kosher USA follows the fascinating
historical journey of kosher food through
the modern industrial food system. The
book recounts the journey
of iconic products such
as Coca-Cola and the
controversial entry of
Jell-O into the kosher
conversation. The author
shares details on the
“contentious
debates
among rabbis over the
incorporation of modern
science into Jewish law; how Manischewitz
wine became the first kosher product to
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win over non-Jewish consumers…; the
techniques used by Orthodox rabbinical
organizations to embed kosher requirements
into food manufacturing; and the difficulties
encountered by kosher meat and other
kosher foods that fell outside the American
culinary consensus.”
The book spotlights kosher food
influencers, such as our own Atlanta Rabbi
Tobias Geffen, who determined that Coke
was kosher; along with animal-rights
advocate Temple Grandin, a strong supporter
of shechita (Jewish slaughter practice), and
others. Kosher USA explores the overlap
of Torah principles and modern industrial
scientific methods. The ever-changing and
expanding kosher world makes this book
quite timely and significant, as it traces
the overlap and interaction of religion and
science.
Some personal observations… kosher
brands are multiplying, and sales are
booming. More and more mainstream
companies have made the decision to go
kosher. Why? To broaden their brand’s
appeal and increase sales. In addition to
the growing number of kosher homes,
particularly in the Orthodox community,
the number of non-kosher and non-Jewish
shoppers seeking kosher is expanding.
This group perceives that kosher meat and
poultry are better. The reason—ingredient
transparency and the perception that kosher
products are purer, due to the extra level of
inspection. Additionally, the mainstream
trend for more gluten-free and dairy-free
products is growing; a kosher label helps to
ensure the veracity of these claims.
As reported on Bakemag.com: “Of
the 11 million Americans who buy kosher
products, 20 percent are Jewish. Other
kosher consumers include Muslims,
Seventh-Day Adventists, the lactoseintolerant, and vegetarians. Twenty-eight
percent of the American population is
affected by food allergies or sensitivities.
The precise labeling on kosher products
makes it easy for consumers to find dairyfree and meat-free items.”
Ben & Jerry’s has been kosher certified
by the Kof-K for about a decade. Now the
brand has entered the non-dairy frozen
dessert space with its four newly introduced
vegan, non-dairy almond milk based
flavors, also under the KOF-K agency. Even
Starbucks has placed most of its VIA micro
ground instant coffee line under the OU
label.

Kraft Foods is another example, kosher
certifying most varieties of its Polly-O
string cheeses and the iconic Oreo cookie.
The statistics are quite amazing—sales of
kosher-certified foods have reached $17
billion annually and are trending upward.
Author Roger Horowitz concludes:
“Kosher food, its triumphs and its
limitations, our decision to observe or not,
forces Jews to remember that even if we feel
rived by differences, we remain connected,
bound together… Whether we like it or
not, we are still family, crowded around a
table and arguing whether the food is fit and
proper for us to eat.”
LOCAL NEWS
The buzz is confirmed. Broadway Café
has a new menu, a new managing partner,
and a new name—Pizza House & More.
Judy and Ed Bloom (Bijan’s) will still be
providing kosher catering, but are giving up
the day-to-day management of the restaurant.
Eli Hasud is the new managing partner of
the restaurant. Eli is quite an entrepreneur.
He previously owned three restaurants in
the Miami, Florida, area (Jona’s Pizza and
Italian Restaurant). He owns a moving
company (David and Goliath) based in
Atlanta, and he is also involved in some
real estate projects. Energy? Yes! He is
33, was brought up in New York, and then
volunteered to serve in the IDF for five
years. He shared a preview of his vision for
the restaurant…still very casual, along with
an expanded menu with many more Italian
specialties. Bagels and breakfast will be
served daily, and delivery will be available.
We look forward to our first tasting in May
and will share our thoughts. The restaurant
is located at 2157 Briarcliff Road. Call 404329-0888.
I love to receive mail in my Kosher
Affairs inbox. Share your thoughts and
recipes.

What’s cooking? Email kosheraffairs@
gmail.com. This column is meant to
provide the reader with current trends and
developments in the kosher marketplace.
Since standards of kashrut certification
vary, check with the AKC or your local
kashrut authority to confirm reliability.
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Recipes
The Brickery Grill and Bar, Atlanta’s
landmark restaurant, closed in December.
We have discovered several of the recipes
online and thought that our readers would
enjoy trying them. The Brickery restaurant
was not kosher certified, but its owners,
Sally and Bruce Alterman, are beloved in
the Jewish community. And, their food is
legendary.

7 ounces good-quality blue cheese, crumbled

Chilled Watermelon-Strawberry Soup

In a mixing bowl, whisk together
the mayonnaise, sour cream, water,
Worcestershire sauce, salt, and pepper. Stir
in the blue cheese. Chill at least 6 hours
before serving.

This summer cooler is lovely for a first
course.

The Brickery Grill and Bar’s
Banana Pudding
Adapted from Off the Menu, AJC.com

Copycat Kosher Costco Sweet Kale and
Vegetable Salad

1/2 (12-ounce) box vanilla wafers, divided
1 and 1/4 cup granulated sugar, divided
1/2 cup all-purpose flour
Dash salt
3 cups whole milk
5 eggs, separated
3/4 teaspoons vanilla extract
3/4 teaspoons cream of tartar
2 cups sliced bananas (about 4 medium)
Preheat oven to 350 degrees.
Place 12 (6-ounce) ramekins or
custard cups on a rimmed baking sheet.
Place 1 whole wafer in bottom of each.
In a double boiler, make custard by
whisking together 3/4 cup sugar, flour,
and salt. Whisk in milk and yolks. Heat
mixture over boiling water for 10 minutes
or until thickened, whisking constantly.
Remove from heat and add vanilla. Set
aside.
With a hand mixer and a large bowl,
make meringue by whipping egg whites
and cream of tartar until soft peaks form.
Gradually add remaining 1/2 cup sugar,
continuing to beat until whites form peaks
that do not tilt over. Set aside.
Fold banana slices and remaining
wafers into custard. Divide custard evenly
among prepared cups. Divide meringue
evenly over custard. Put baking sheet into
oven and bake until meringue browns,
about 3 minutes. Remove from oven and
let cool.
Serve immediately or refrigerate for
1 day.
--The Brickery Grill and Bar’s
Fabulous Blue Cheese Dressing
Adapted from Off the Menu, AJC.com
Brickery co-owner Bruce Alterman
suggests serving the dressing over a
wedge of iceberg lettuce.
Makes approximately 16 servings
1 cup (8 ounces) Hellmann’s mayonnaise
1/2 cup (4 ounces) sour cream
2 tablespoons cold water
1 1/2 teaspoons Worcestershire sauce
1/8 teaspoon salt
1/4 teaspoon finely ground black pepper

Salad:

7 large eggs, hard-boiled and peeled
1/4 cup mayonnaise
1 1/2 tablespoons sweet pickle relish
1 teaspoon prepared mustard
Salt and pepper, for taste
Paprika, for garnishing
Sweet gherkin pickles sliced, for garnishing
Pimentos, for garnishing

Serves approximately 4-6
1 lb. strawberries cleaned with stems
removed
1 lb. watermelon, chopped
1/2 cup (or less) light fruity wine, like rosé
10 mint leaves (and more for optional
garnish)
Puree strawberries and watermelon in
the jar of a blender, adding a little wine as
you go, to adjust it to a pouring consistency.
(You may not need all the wine.) Add the
mint leaves, and blend until smooth. Chill

1 bunch kale, finely chopped (about 4 cups
packed)
2 cups cabbage, shredded (I used the new
chopped Southern slaw from Fresh Express,
which I found at Publix)
2 cups broccoli crowns, finely chopped
3/4 cup dried cranberries
1/2 cup pumpkin seeds, toasted if possible
Poppyseed Dressing:
1/4 cup vegetable oil
1/2 cup mayonnaise
3 tablespoons honey
1 tablespoon apple cider vinegar
1/2 lemon, juiced and zested
1/4 cup orange juice
1 tbsp. poppy seeds
1/2 teaspoon garlic powder
1/2 teaspoon salt
Put greens, cranberries, and pumpkin
seeds in a large salad bowl.
Whisk together dressing ingredients.
Pour over salad, toss, and serve.
Note: I suggest adding boneless chunks of
poached or rotisserie chicken or salmon to
this and serving it as a summer entrée. Feel
free to double the dressing and save the
leftovers in the refrigerator.
----------

---------Deviled Eggs by Paula Deen
Adapted from an original recipe by Paula

----------

Many friends have shared that the prepackaged Costco Sweet Kale and Vegetable
Salad is their favorite salad ever. Here’s
a copycat kosher version. What would be
even better is if Costco decided to have the
original salad kit certified kosher.

for at least 4 hours.
Serve in soup bowls decorated with an
additional mint leaf or a basil leaf.

Halve 7 eggs lengthwise. Remove
yolks, and place in a small bowl.
Mash yolks with a fork, and stir in
mayonnaise, pickle relish, and mustard.
Add salt and pepper, to taste.
Fill egg whites evenly with yolk
mixture. Garnish with paprika, pickles, and
pimentos. Store covered in refrigerator.
Tip: Put egg mixture in a plastic bag; snip
corner, and squeeze into egg white halves.

Atlanta Born ~ Atlanta Owned ~ Atlanta Managed

Funeral and Cemetery Pre-planning
It’s easy: Over the phone, online, in person
It’s safe: Pre-payments are 100% escrowed in an account
you own
It’s responsible: Simplifies arrangements, removes burden
from family, and fixes most funeral costs
WE HONOR ANY PRE-PAID FUNERAL
FROM ANY OTHER FUNERAL HOME

770.451.4999
www.JewishFuneralCare.com
David Boring

■

Michael Braswell
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Kosher Korner
BY Reuven
Stein
BUYING RAW FISH
There are two important considerations
when purchasing raw fish. First, one needs
to establish that the fish is of a kosher
variety. One cannot just go by the store or
package label.

Jewish law requires that we visually
verify that a fish is a kosher variety by
seeing its scales. All kosher fish must have
kaskeses, a type of scale. Not all fish scales
are considered kaskeses. The scale must be
a type that can be removed from the fish
without ripping the skin. (It is not necessary
to check for fins, because all fish that have
scales have fins.) One needs to see only
one scale. It is virtually impossible to tell a
kosher fish from a non-kosher fish once all
the skin has been removed. (Salmon is one
possible exception, because of its unique
color, but the AKC policy is to only accept
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facility cutting the kosher fish order.
• One can oversee the facility cutting the
whole fish with a non-kosher knife. When
the fish is brought home, it should be
completely washed and any cut surfaces
should be thoroughly scraped with the edge
of a kosher knife.
All sushi requires kosher certification.
The kosher Kroger stores and the Toco Hill
Publix have kosher sushi.
Recently, there have been concerns
about worm infestation in certain varieties
of fish. One should check with ones’ rabbi
for further information.
Pre-cut raw fresh fish with a hechsher
may be found at the kosher Kroger stores,
Toco Hill Publix, and the Toco Hill and
Marietta Whole Foods stores.
Consumers should look for the AKC
kosher symbol on the fish package.
Large orders of fish for caterers can be
arranged through Inland Seafood, 404-3505850.

fish, even salmon, if a scale is visible.)
Kosher fish lists are available from
crcweb.org and kashrut.com. The lists are
not totally accurate, as names of fishes can
vary by region: in one area, a name may
refer to a kosher fish, but in another area,
the same name may refer to a non-kosher
one.
Second, a fish’s kosher status can be
compromised by non-kosher knives and
cutting boards. A whole fish can be purchased
anywhere, even if it was previously gutted;
this is because the knife, whether kosher or
not, does not come in contact with the edible
part of the fish during gutting.
If fish with a hechsher is unavailable:
• One can bring ones’ own knife to a nonkosher facility and oversee the cutting of
the kosher fish on clean paper, making sure
the fish is not compromised by the facility’s
knives or equipment.
• The non-kosher facility can specially
clean its knife, removing all fish oil and fat.
First, the consumer should have the facility
sanitize the knife, and then the consumer
should inspect it, making sure it is totally
clean and there is no oiliness on the side of
the knife. One should then have the facility
put down clean paper and supervise the

Rabbi Reuven Stein is director of supervision
for the Atlanta Kashruth Commission, a nonprofit organization dedicated to promoting
kashruth through education, research, and
supervision.
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JSU News
MAKING CHALLAH. Anyone who has ever passed
by a Jewish bakery on Friday morning recognizes the
distinct, enchanting aroma of challah. Thoughts of
challah are synonymous with Shabbat meals, as braided
loaves of bread become sanctified to a higher purpose.
Challah is the first morsel of food to enter a person’s
mouth after Kiddush is made on Friday night or Shabbat
day; it signifies the beginning of a meal.
JSU’s Executive Director Rabbi Chaim Neiditch
conveyed the significance of challah and the holiness of
Shabbat to 500 teens, when visiting a dozen JSU clubs at
Greater Atlanta high schools.
Rabbi Neiditch went on to teach the teens that the
concept of challah originally came from the manna
from Heaven that G-d provided to the Jews in the desert
after the Exodus. We’ve continued the tradition today to
signify G-d’s continued sustaining of his Chosen People.
Beyond the educational phases of the meetings,
the participants also made their own challahs. Rolling,
kneading, matting, shaping, and braiding the dough
gave the teens an appreciation of the effort the goes
into making challahs. The reward? The sweet smell
of challahs baking and then, finally, the incomparable
delicious taste of challah at the Shabbos table.

At Northview High School, JSU teens learn
about the significance of challah.

Teens at Pace Academy learn how to make
challah.

Teens show off their newly braided challahs.
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CELEBRATING PURIM. The Jewish calendar has a
peculiar quirk. While it’s traditionally 12 months long,
following the lunar cycle, in seven out of every 19
years, a 13th month is added, to keep it in sync with the
solar cycle. The added month is called Adar Bet, and
with Adar traditionally known for simcha (happiness),
it means we get a double dose of happiness. This is a
year in which we’ve got Adar Bet, with the pinnacle of
calendar happiness falling on Purim, smack dab in the
middle of the month. Naturally, hundreds of teens at
JSU clubs across the greater Atlanta area got into the full
celebratory spirit!
As with all Jewish holidays, there are associated
mitzvot, and Purim has four of them: reading Megillat
Esther, matanot le’evyonim (giving gifts of food to the
poor), shalach manos (giving of gift baskets to your
friends), and seudas Purim (the festive Feast of Purim).
JSU’s Purim event touched upon all of these
mitzvot. First, Rabbi Chaim Neiditch engaged the teens
in the story of Purim, with an emphasis on the underlying
message of the Megilla, namely that G-d works actively
behind the scenes.
Participants enjoyed making and baking
hamentashen during the event, and then packing them,
along with a variety of other foods, into baskets that they
then decorated and distributed to both their friends and
the needy.

Teens at Johns Creek High School JSU make
hamentashen for Purim.

At Centennial High School, JSU teens learn the
story of Purim.

Teens enjoy a festive Purim celebration at JSU.
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THE EXODUS STORY. Another year comes and another
year goes—yet the tale of the Jewish Exodus from Egypt
stands the test of time. Told each year at the Passover
Seder, the story is a pillar of Jewish heritage, passed on
like a torch, from generation to generation.
Leading up to the Passover holiday, Rabbi Chaim
Neiditch made the rounds at more than a dozen JSU high
school clubs around Atlanta to impart the importance of
the Exodus story to hundreds of local teens.
From the Seder rituals to the order of the Haggadah’s
events all through the four cups of grape juice, the
meaning of the matzoh and maror, and the final songs
sung, Rabbi Neiditch explained the entire experience to
the teens. Taking an active role themselves, the teens later
participated in a hands-on activity, decorating their very
own Seder plates.
In addition to the history lessons, storytelling, and
Seder plate styling, participants enjoyed a fun “iron chef”
matzoh pizza competition. A vast array of cheeses, sauces,
vegetables, fruits, and other delectables were available for
teens to use in crafting the most creative matzoh pizzas
this side of the Nile River.
With full stomachs and high spirits, everyone left the
Passover-themed events ready to celebrate the ultimate
Jewish holiday of freedom with their families at the Seder.

Teens at Lassiter High School JSU learn about
the Passover Seder.

Teens make personalized Seder plates at JSU at
Riverwood High School.

Chattahoochee High School JSU members
enjoy their matzoh pizzas.
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build the tallest building, without using any
extra items, such as tape, glue, staples, or
paperclips. Achieving the goal required
teamwork and a plan of action, and it helped
students understand the basics of physics.

By Belle Klavonsky

the Performing Arts Center, a 600-plus seat
theater currently under construction at the
Lower School. Pictured: sixth-graders Alex
Newberg (Simba) and Rachel Hertz (Nala)

WORK
EXPERIENCE.
Whenever
possible, Davis Academy teachers like to
offer their students real-life experiences.
Recently, Mr. Rifkin’s seventh-grade
language arts students competed to work at
Macy’s Perimeter Mall for a day, receiving
behind-the-scenes tours and shadowing
managers to learn about the retail business
and what it’s like to have a job. Sixteen
finalists were selected based on persuasive
essays about why they should be chosen;
they were then interviewed in person by
a former retail executive, who chose five
students. Pictured: (front, from left) Grace
Ross, Dorothy Ripps, and Zach Nadel; and
(back) Lily Fleischmann and Halle Kwatnez

BUILDING BRIDGES. In a day of
interfaith learning, Davis Academy sixthgraders welcomed peers from Queen of
Angels, a Catholic school in Roswell, and
taught them about Passover. The Catholic
students led activities about Prophets. At
the end of the day, they all made Holocaust
memorial stones together, which were used
during the Yom HaShoah memorial service,
at Greenwood Cemetery, on May 1.
ART SHOW. Young artists from The Davis
Academy showed their artwork at the
Sycamore Place Gallery, in Decatur, on
April 17. The show featured prints made
by Mechina and kindergarten students,
after they learned about the abstract art of
Wassily Kandinsky, and prints by firstgraders inspired by Georgia O’Keeffe’s

flower paintings. Here, kindergartener Mitzi
Thaler shows her print at the gallery.

TENNIS WINNERS. The Davis Academy
girls tennis team won the MAAC
championship for the second year in a row,
while the boys took second place. Pictured:
(back, from left) Coach Anna Woodring,
Lindy Feintuch, Sarah Rosenberg, Gal
Rocabado, Dara Grocer, Coach Martha
Chatlen, and Eric Sherman; and (front)
Jordy Elster, Ethan Goldberg, Jenny Rice,
Adam Weintraub, Alec Rosenberg, and Jack
Klafter. Not pictured: Ashley Costley, Evan
Elster, Joshua Forman, Sy Polekoff, Jonah
Medoff, Amalia Haviv, Eli Minsk, Andrew
Altmann, Jordyn Rosenberg, Oren Panovka,
and Shoshana Katz
MORE THAN A MUSICAL. This year’s
Davis Academy musical, Lion King, Jr.,
played to four sold-out shows. The musical
was also the inspiration and theme for a
student art exhibit that greeted playgoers on
their way to the show. This production was
the last to be presented in the Middle School
gymnasium. Next year’s show will debut in

AWARD WINNING AUTHOR. New York
Times bestselling author Stuart Gibb visited
The Davis Academy Lower School, on
April 6, to speak about his popular youth
books. Mr. Gibbs is shown here with Davis
Academy third through fifth-graders, who
made space masks in honor of the Mr. Gibbs’
launch of his brand new book Spaced Out.

ONE-ON-ONE LEARNING. Torah Day
School’s (TDSA) sixth- and eight-grade
boys had the opportunity to experience
chavrusa-style learning, which challenges
the students to analyze, verbally explain
the material, discuss, reason, question, and
debate. For them, it was a multi-faceted
experience, as they learned and sharpened
each other’s ideas. The older students had
the opportunity to share and review the
knowledge that they had acquired several
years ago. One of the students commented
that, after additional learning and maturing,
he was better able to understand what he had
learned in sixth grade.
A BUILDING CHALLENGE. TDSA
fourth-grade girls were given a building
challenge. With only index cards, the class
worked in groups to see which group could

ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION. TDSA
fifth-grade students have been learning
how the environment works, as they study
and observe the world around them. They
took their studies outside the classroom,
with a field trip to test water at Lake Lanier.
Students learned about the environment,
while promoting awareness, concern, and
knowledge about environmental issues.

BEYOND THE CLASSROOM. TDSA
first-grade students completed their study of
plantation living for Antebellum Georgians
with a visit to Stone Mountain. They toured
the historic Davis House and Cook House,
and they stopped by the farmyard to pet the
animals.
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Maayan Schoen (right) show a scrapbook of
life in Atlanta to the girls in the Jewish day
school in Baku.

GOLDEN PHONE AWARD. TDSA middleschool students received the Golden Phone
Award, from Jewish Federation of Greater
Atlanta, for having the highest participation
of any school on Super Sunday. This is
the fifth consecutive year that TDSA has
received this award, which includes T-shirts
for the students and a check for the school.

FAVORITE CHARACTER. TDSA fourthgraders read and studied biographies,
dressed up as their favorite characters,
and shared with their classmates all the
interesting, pertinent facts about them. This
student selected baseball Hall of Famer
Roberto Clemente as his favorite character.

CONTINENTAL MATH LEAGUE. Two
Atlanta Jewish Academy (AJA) students
who participated in the Continental Math
League, a voluntary program of math
enrichment, won medals for scoring the
highest in their grades nationwide. Hundreds
of public and private schools compete in the
Continental Math League, so this is quite
an accomplishment for these “mathletes.”
Pace Kaplan (left) was the highest scorer for
third-graders nationally; Micah Lembeck
(right) was the highest scorer for secondgraders nationally.
THE PHYSICS OF SAFECRACKING.
AJA sent five advanced physics students
to participate in the Weizmann Institute’s
Safecracking Competition. Thirty teams

worldwide —15 from Israel, 15 from other
countries—are selected to compete every
year. AJA was one of five American teams
to compete. While in Israel for the contest,
the team visited the Northern Israel city of
Yokneam, Atlanta’s sister city. There, they
met with students at the Yokneam ORT
STEM school and got to know the science
program. Pictured: (from left) Jonathan
Bashary, Jesse Cann, Maia Dori, Daniella
Sokol, team advisor Jeff Kalwerisky, and
Joshua Bland

GIRLS SOCCER. In a surprise upset, AJA’s
girls soccer team of sixth through eighthgraders won the second-place trophy in this
year’s MAAC Division 2 Championships.
Pictured: (back, from left) Coach Marc
Goldin, Aden Dori, Eliana Horwitz, Rotem
Kadosh, Hannah Solomon, Adina Bader,
Arielle Roth, and Coach Scott Bader; and
(front) Shayna Shapiro, Eliana Dosetareh,
Ellie Decker, Paulina Lebowitz, Eliana
Goldin, Aliza Moosai, Aidyn Levin, and
Chana Pechenik

BAKU CREW. Before Passover, four
AJA students traveled to Azerbaijan,
where they used money they raised to help
defray the cost of matzoh they distributed
to the Jewish community of Baku and the
surrounding region. The four students—
sophomores Jonathan Nooriel and Maayan
Schoen and juniors Brooke Ratner and
Zoie Wittenberg—were accompanied by
AJA Judaic Studies teacher Rabbi Reuven
Travis and AJA parent George Birnbaum,
the political consultant who conceived the
trip. Here, Zoie Wittenberg (far right) and

PREPARING FOR PASSOVER. AJA’s
youngest students prepared for Passover
with a Model Matzah Bakery visit from
J-Crafts and a model Seder for all students
from age 3 to third grade. Upper School
students also made matzot, by building
an outdoor matzoh oven, led by Judaic
studies teachers and according to halakhic
requirements. Here, teacher Miriam Fuchs
(from left), and second-graders Aiden
Abraham, Rebecca Hatami, Mollie Engler,
and Brooke Maman build Hillel Sandwiches
of matzoh, maror, and charoset at the model
Seder.

SPACE CAMP. AJA sixth-graders traveled
to the U.S. Space and Rocket Center, in
Huntsville, Alabama, for three days of
Space Camp. The students participated
in their very own “space missions” with
the equipment at the center, built and fired
rockets, rode on some amazing simulators,
and even collected autographs from some
of the astronauts in training there. Here,
“Mission Control” — J.J. Brenner (left) and
Shami Frenkel — keep track of their flight.

ACTING LOCALLY. Recently, members of
The Weber School Tik Club, led by Rabbi
Jessica Shafrin, Tikkun Olam coordinator,
and Jenna Grossman, Tik Board president
and senior, brought meals to the Zaban
Couples Center, sorted food at the Atlanta
Community Food Bank, visited the elderly,
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and took part in ongoing Friendship Circle
activities. During Weber’s annual TIK Day,
the entire school volunteered at The Jewish
Home, North Fulton Community Charities,
Books for Africa, Lifeline Animals Project,
FurKids,
WonderRoot,
Community
Assistance Center, Trees Atlanta, and other
organizations. Pictured: (from left) 12thgraders Karin Videlefsky, Rebecca Meline,
Naomi Balaban, and Rebecca Adler

TOP HONORS. A team from The Weber
School won second place (high school
division) in the first-ever Technion Jewish
Day School Challenge, created jointly by
RAVSAK and Technion-Israel Institute of
Technology. Teams representing 41 schools
in Europe, North America, Australia, and
Africa built Rube Goldberg machines in
the spirit of Pesach. The team—Madison
Barnard, Avi Botwinick, Justin Cobb, Levi
Durham, Thomas Foodman, Izzy Jacobs,
Eric Lieberman, Josh Lipton, Idan Livnat,
Isaac Weissman, Sammy Weiss-Cowie, and
Ross Williams—was led by faculty program
adviser Laura Klingensmith; also pictured
are Rabbi Edward Harwitz, head of school,
and Shlaina Van Dyke, principal.

LEARNING FROM MANY FAITHS.
Weber’s ninth-grade Jewish literature
classes welcomed Evangelical Lutheran
pastor Reverend William E. Flippin, Jr.,
Catholic teacher and spiritual director at
Ignatius House Ms. Marian Monahan, and
Episcopalian deacon and chaplain at St.
Joseph’s Hospital Dr. Georgia Newman to
their classroom to study the parallels between
the story of Jacob and Esau (Genesis 25:
19-34) and the parable of the prodigal son
(Luke 15:11-32). Students also wrote firstperson narratives from the perspectives of
these biblical figures and analyzed paintings
that portray Jacob and Esau’s reunion in
Genesis 33. Pictured: Reverend William E.
Flippin, Jr., and 9th-grader David Medof
AMUSEMENT PARK PHYSICS. Sairina
Merino Tsui’s physics students at Weber
applied their knowledge of energy, force,
motion, and friction to create elaborate
working models of rollers coasters. The
See CLASS NOTES, page 36
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project required students to use roller
coaster design to analyze the concept of
energy exchange. Each coaster had to be
constructed so that a 1-2 cm. marble would
travel the entire length of the track. Students
had to provide calculations for speed,
acceleration, the amount of potential and
kinetic energy at different points along the
track, and the work required to lift the roller
coaster, as well as safety. Pictured: 11thgrader Sophia Frankel
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IT’S ELECTRIC. Weber students in
Michael Bennett’s, Sam Bradford’s, Leigh
Herman’s, and Corinne Skott’s Reading
The World classes recently completed an
innovative STEAM (science, technology,
engineering, the arts, and mathematics)
project. After reading and analyzing the
graphic novel and Holocaust-survivor tale
Maus, students chose details within panels
of the text to illuminate. Using copper
tape and LED stickers, they created simple
circuits that literally lit up the panels they
chose, as shown here.

POLE VAULT CHAMPIONS. The Weber
School’s Becky and Ariel Arbiv (pictured)
finished first and second, respectively,
in pole vault, at GISA AAA State Track
Championships. Becky broke her old GISA
state record with a jump of 13’-1/2”, to finish
as the 2016 state champion, her second pole
vault title in a row. Ariel cleared 10’-6” to
finish as the state runner-up. Becky also
finished state runner-up as she cleared 5’-3”
in the high jump, just one inch behind the
winning jump.
EPSTEIN’S 2016 MACCABIAH. It was a
fun-filled, active, and colorful day as The
Epstein School held the 2016 Maccabiah
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Pictured: (back, from left) Alice Shapiro,
Ben Cavalier, Andy Kauss, Darrin Friedrich,
Dr. David Abusch-Magder, Beth Arogeti,
Sherry Frank, Etta Raye Hirsch, and Ronette
Throne; and (front) Sally Kaplan, Carolyn
Oppenheimer, Lois Kuniansky, Jack
Halpern, Lynne Halpern, Carol Cooper, and
Carol Sherwinter

Games. The day began with inspirational
words from Maccabiah Project Manager
Debbie Sasson, who extolled the values
of teamwork and good sportsmanship.
Eighth-graders Jessica Szumstein and Josh
Aronstein (pictured) were given the honor
of lighting the torch. Students competed
in relay races and tug-of-war. There was
no shortage of cheering and team spirit in
Epstein’s Tritt Family Gymnasium. In the
end, the Orange team prevailed as the winner
of the 2016 Maccabiah, and everyone had a
great day.

LEADERSHIP AND THE FUTURE.
Epstein’s President’s Council gathered for
a luncheon with Head of School Dr. David
Abusch-Magder, Board President Darrin
Friedrich, and Chief Advancement Officer
Ronette Throne. This was an inspiring
gathering of past presidents and senior
leadership, many of whom are current
grandparents and continue to be involved in
the school and connected to the community.

2016 TECHNOLOGY FAIR. Three Epstein
students placed in the top three at the 2016
Georgia Educational Technology Fair.
Shai Bachar took first place in Device
Modification (third and fourth grade) and
Gavin Brown and Dylan Wendt took third
place in Device Modification (fifth and
sixth grade). The Media and Technology
Department, led by Principal Aaron Griffin,
work hard to ensure students are able to
develop their technology skills. Technology
Instructor Helene Marcus and Epstein’s
Director of Information Systems Anthony
Shields (also co-director for the State
Technology Fair) provide an outstanding
technology education for students. Pictured:
(from left) Gavin Brown, Shai Bachar, and
Dylan Wendt
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Remembering General Russel R. Weiskircher
By Stan Lefco
One knew when United States Army
Brigadier General Russel R. Weiskircher
was in the room. His resonating, booming
voice was unmistakable. Medium height
and heavyset, he unpretentiously made his
presence known. He appeared intimidating,
but one soon learned that he was a man
of compassion, dedication, sincerity, and
commitment. He was ready to voice his
feelings and opinions. We met the general
through his many years of devoted service on
the Georgia Commission on the Holocaust,
a state agency.
Born in 1925, on a farm in Wildcat
Hollow, in rural Southwestern Pennsylvania,
the general began his military career as
a 17-year-old rifleman in the Second
World War. He fought in Italy, France, and
Germany. He was a sergeant and one of
the liberators of the Dachau concentration
camp. The general related to one of the many
audiences before which he spoke, “It was
two kilometers away, and you could smell
it.” While one can teach and lecture about
the Holocaust, no one will ever be able to
truly describe the stench that emanated from
and in the camps.
More than 67,000 prisoners, a third of
whom were Jews, were housed in Dachau. A
few days before the liberation, the Germans
forced more than 7,000, mostly Jews, on a
death march. Between 1933-1945, more
than 188,000 prisoners were incarcerated
in Dachau. At least 28,000 died in the camp
and subcamps. The exact number will never
be known.
When the general returned to the U.S.,
the experience of Dachau convinced him
that he had to educate others about the
lessons of the Holocaust—the consequences
of prejudice, bigotry, and hatred ignored
and denied. He served as a vice-chair of
the Georgia Holocaust Commission. As
part of his mission, he spoke to any group
or organization that invited him about what
he saw and the ultimate lessons of the
Holocaust.
We never had the honor of hearing his
presentation, but in one reported talk, he
admonished his audience that he was going
to share “some things with you that I pray to
God you’ll never live to see.” While a battlehardened soldier, he admitted that he never
realized man could be so cruel to his fellow
man. One can only imagine what it must have
been like for a young, 20-year-old soldier to
see dead and starving, skeletal humans. It
must have been incomprehensible.
“We study the past to understand the
present, to educate you for the future because
all that’s been done, all the talk about the
greatest generation…is of no importance if
you go out of here with personal prejudices,
hatred, greed and self-satisfaction,” he
warned.
How many times he spoke, how many
heard his words, but, more importantly, for
how many they became a guidepost of life,
we will never know. Surely, he had an effect

Retired Army Brig. Gen. Russel R. Weiskircher (photo: Tom Reed)
on others. He encouraged his audiences to
“stand up, speak up, and be somebody. Bad
things happen when good people don’t get
involved.” He knew and understood not
only the awesome power of silence, but
also the power of doing nothing. Being a
bystander was not and is not an option. Elie
Wiesel, a survivor of Auschwitz, author, and
Nobel laureate, wrote, “There may be times
when we are powerless to prevent injustice,
but there must never be a time when we fail
to protest.”
The general set up his own website and
posted the following:
“The liberation of Dachau is one of the
most hotly contested tales of the war. For
some reason unknown to me and others,
many units that were not even near the
place claim to have been there on April 29,
1945. Let me say here and now that the 45th
Division and a small element from the 42nd
Division were the only true liberators. LTC
Felix Sparks, now Brigadier General retired,
and his Third Battalion of the 157th Infantry
was the liberator. Lieutenant Colonel Felix
Sparks was the first to climb up the wall
and look around. No one shot at him, so
he grabbed my hand and pulled me up.

We opened the gates to the camp from the
inside. Our I Company penetrated the walls
and entered the camp. I was there with the
Bn Hqs element. We discovered the boxcars
loaded with corpses, the crematory, the labs,
the barracks, and the compound with over
30,000 prisoners. They were dead and near
dead and diseased and in many cases out of
their minds.
“This single experience changed my
life. I would never have believed that man
could be so brutal and inhumane. We didn’t
linger long in Dachau. It was a rehabilitation
task for the medics and the experts, and it
took months to screen the inmates. The
immediate concern was food and medicine
and relocation. Repatriation would take
months, even years.”
We recall poignantly one Holocaust
Commission meeting, when he commented
that he believed the Holocaust could happen
again and here. We were surprised for
obvious reasons, one of which was that the
remark came from someone who was not
Jewish. Regrettably, we did not question
him at the time or later about what led to
such a startling statement.
While the thought of another Holocaust

has crossed our mind, it is quickly dispatched.
Circumstances would have to be extreme.
The threshold is incredibly, unreachably
high. It simply could not happen. Definitely
not here. Yet, would the Founding Fathers
of this amazing nation have believed that
one day brother would fight brother, a man
would land on the moon, women would be
voting and sitting as justices on the Supreme
Court, people of the same sex would be
marrying, or an African American would be
president?
General Weiskircher received the
Bronze Star, the Legion of Merit, and three
Purple Hearts, among other awards. He
died at his home in Cleveland, Georgia.
He is survived by his wife, Jane. He had no
children. His body was cremated. There was
no funeral.
The obituary in The Gainesville Times
simply read: “Died Jan. 29, 2015 Brig. Gen.
[Russel] ‘Russ’ Weiskircher (U.S. Army
retired) 90, of Cleveland.”
Our story initially ended here, and
we thought that, surely, there would be
some memorial service for the general.
Fortunately, it was recognized that this
man deserved a fitting tribute. On May 18,
2015, a memorial service was held at the
United Methodist Church, in Cleveland, 81
miles north of Atlanta. His wife and friends
gathered for a final farewell to an incredible
man.
His nephew related that, at the age of
10, General Weiskircher’s feisty nature and
stubbornness were evident. A friend recalled
his “authoritative” voice. The United States
flag was unfolded, folded, and presented to
his beloved wife. There was a 21-gun salute.
He was duly eulogized.
When once praised for his good deeds,
he responded modestly, “I’m only a mirror
of my generation. (We) did what had to be
done.”
The booming voice of a dedicated
champion and hero is silent, but the lessons
of his life do live on and serve as an
inspiration.
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Off to Sicily
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BY Janice Rothschild
Blumburg
It was not the sort of news one expects
to hear from a widowed Jewish grandmother.
I called to tell my children that I’d met a nice
man who invited me to go to Sicily with him
for a weekend to meet the pope, and I planned
to go.
This was my first trip to Erice, the historic
mountaintop town known alternately as La
Citta de la Scienza, the City of Science, and Il
Luoghi del Mito, roughly translated as the Place
of the Myth. It is also the home of the Ettore
Majorana International Center for Scientific
Culture, where my friend was a director
conducting seminars in astrophysics. Pope
John Paul II came to officiate at the Center’s
30th anniversary celebration, bringing with him
a colorful cohort of Vatican officials, as well as
a street-packing crowd of journalists, tourists,
and devout Catholics. It was a day to remember.
For the next nine years, I went to Erice
with my friend annually, for the sessions that
he organized. Exciting as I had been on that
first trip to meet the pope and participate in
the festivities, the place and its history became
ever more fascinating for me, as I explored its
cobblestoned streets and stepped passageways,
with camera in hand and curiosity on the tip of
my tongue.
Natives claim that Erice is the oldest city
in Europe, having been settled initially by
refugees from the Trojan War. They cite Homer
and Virgil as sources, the latter mentioning it
as the stopping place where Aeneas buried his
father; in the Odyssey, it is supposedly where
Circe and her sirens charmed the Greeks into
staying a while and also where their leader
encountered the Cyclops. Perched 2,400 feet
above the Mediterranean, at the entrance to
the Tyrrhenian Sea, it has been settled not only
by Greeks but also by Romans, Carthaginians,
Angevins, Moors, Normans, Portuguese,
Arabs, and many others. That includes Jews,
which I discovered while wandering with my
camera one day and spotting a street sign that
read, “Via dei Giudecca.”
Rushing to find someone who could tell
me about it, I was introduced to Professor
Vincenzo Adragna, author of the local
guidebooks and founder of Erice’s museum.
He spoke no English but soon found someone
who could interpret for us. I couldn’t see the
Jewish cemetery, he told me, not only because
centuries of overgrowth had covered the stones,
but because it was dangerous to walk there,
outside the walls. He showed me a fragment
from one of the tombstones, however, with its
inscription in Hebrew letters, mounted on the
wall just inside the museum’s entrance.
When Professor Andragna learned that I
was especially interested in Jewish history, he
offered to send me transcripts of his research
regarding the large and prosperous Jewish
community that had existed in Erice from the
13th century until well into the 16th. These

Pope John Paul II shaking hands with
guests (photos: Janice Rothschild
Blumberg)

A fragment from the Jewish cemetery
at Erice
copies of legal documents, obtained from
libraries in Rome and Palermo, show that
Jewish institutions of learning and welfare
existed in Erice during those years. Apparently,
Jews lived safely there for almost a hundred
years, after being officially expelled from all
territories that were then, like Sicily, ruled by
Spain.
It is easy to see how diverse peoples
could feel at home in Erice, regardless of their
religious beliefs. Strongly Roman Catholic
today, it grew from pagan foundations,
embracing each new wave of inhabitants with
different forms of worship, incorporating them
into existing customs rather than rejecting them
as foreign. Their festive first week in August
is an example of that. In ancient times, that
week people from many miles away made an
annual pilgrimage to worship there at the shrine
of Venus, today identified by an inscription on
the outer wall of what is left of the city’s 12thcentury Norman castle. They continued to do
so after becoming Christians under the Roman
Emperor Constantine. This apparently did not
greatly disturb the Vatican until 1580, and even
then was not outlawed, but absorbed by the
pope, giving them a patron saint whose day
fell on the first week of August. The colorful
procession with gaily decorated wagons is still
a highlight of the season for locals and now a
major attraction for tourists.
Like the natives of Erice, my children
accepted new ideas without shock or dismay.
Neither of them responded to my startling
announcement by wailing, “Mom! Are you
crazy?”
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BERMAN COMMONS
A S S I S T E D L I V I N G & M E M O RY C A R E

“Mom has been ourishing at Berman Commons since she moved in.
While the surroundings are absolutely stunning, the caring and
dedicated staﬀ are what make the place feel like home. I le� Atlanta
with my family knowing that Mom is in good hands”

YOUR LOVED ONE’S FUTURE SHOULD BE BRIGHT!
LET US HELP! CALL OR VISIT TODAY.
678.222.7500
bermancommons.org

A simple saliva DNA test can help
you plan for a healthy future family.

Get screened before you start or grow your
family. ��creen o�ers fast� con�dential� at-home
genetic testing for Tay-Sachs and other Jewish
genetic diseases. Get screened for more than
100 diseases for only $99.

Know someone who’s planning a family?
Purchase a J�i�t certi�cate for someone
you love.

4AKE!CTI 4AKEC {'ETSgEENED
404-778-8640

info@jscreen.org
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HAPPY SHAVUOT!

May you enjoy good harvest and good fortune in this holiday.

Sunday 5/29 Jewish Georgian 1617

